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Sensational
gourmet experience
For the most

in Bloemfontein.

Open daily for Brilliant Breakfast Creations, Luscious Lunches,
Classic Cocktails, Divine Dinners and Sunday Buffets

Tel (051) 447 8523 2nd Floor, Loch Logan Waterfront, Bloemfontein www.cococ.co.za
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As South Africa head to the Cricket
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You want to be treated
like an individual, not a
passenger.
To us you’re not just a passenger with a seat number. You’re someone
who is flying with us for a good reason – and whether it’s for business
or pleasure, we want to give you the travel experience you want, the
way you want it, so talk to us.
Call SA Express Customer Care between 08h00-16h30
weekdays on 0861 SAX CARES (0861 729 227), email us on
saxcares@flyexpress.aero or visit www.flyexpress.aero and
click on the Customer Care tab. After all, we fly for you.

SA Express is a proud member of the SAA Voyager programme.
Visit www.ﬂyexpress.aero for domestic ﬂights to Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth, East London, Nelspruit, Kimberley, Hoedspruit, George,
Johannesburg, Richards Bay, Cape Town, Durban, and regional ﬂights to Lubumbashi, Gaborone, Windhoek, Walvis Bay and Maputo.
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PASSION AND BUSINESS
WE ALL HAVE IT. It’s in there somewhere. Each of us has that spark

of passion that adds extra oomph to a stakeholder presentation, sales
pitch or shareholder report, making a signiﬁcant difference to the
manner in which our service is perceived and experienced.
In business, the formula and strategy could be perfect – but without
passion, the x-factor and value is lost. It is oftentimes the level of passion that
determines whether a customer will choose your services. Passion is critical
in a world where discerning customers are presented with inﬁnite choices.
So effectively, we should not only mind our business, but also take special
interest in the level of passion within our organisational culture. Businesses
need much more than a formula to succeed. In my opinion, passion is a
performance driver. Passion is the pulse of business, and when tasks are
performed from a basis of passion, the chances of success and satisfaction
increase signiﬁcantly. In addition, the objective is to not only get the job done,
but to also make a difference, a lasting impact on the overall landscape.
At SA Express we are passionate about striving to constantly deliver impeccable
service, and while there may be challenges when it comes to getting it right,
we are particularly proud of our ground, cabin and cockpit crew, the face of SA
Express. In addition to participating in rigorous, recurrent service training to better
interact with you, each of our crew members is driven by a passion for their job,
which is to ensure that your travel experience with SA Express is world-class.
Thank you for choosing to ﬂy SA Express – we hope that our passion
for service will see you return on board in the near future.

Inati Ntshanga, CEO SA Express
Celebrate Valentine’s Day by ﬂying your loved ones to one of SA Express’s coastal destinations

INK
LONDON | ATLANTA |
NEW YORK | SINGAPORE
141-143 Shoreditch High Street
London
E1 6JE
United Kingdom
www.ink-global.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7613 8777
DISCLAIMER: © INK
All material is strictly copyright and all
rights are reserved. Reproduction in whole
or part is prohibited without prior
permission from the publisher. Opinions
expressed in Indwe magazine are not
necessarily those of SA Express.

WE’VE EXPANDED OUR REACH
SA Express is proud to have added the Durban-Cape Town-Durban route to its convenient network.
The domestic and regional airline will operate the Durban-Cape Town-Durban route a minimum
of three times daily during the week and twice a day during weekends. To adequately accommodate
customers who frequent this business and leisure route, SA Express has factored in the frequency,
availability and timing of ﬂights in this addition to its schedule. The ﬂights will initially be operated by
a CRJ-200 aircraft. Customers can view the full ﬂight schedule and make bookings on ﬂyexpress.aero

INDWE

is the Xhosa word

for the blue crane, the national
bird of South Africa and a symbol
of independence.
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d, zKhE' ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ͚ǇŽƵŶŐͲĂƚͲŚĞĂƌƚ͛ ŚĂǀĞ ĂůǁĂǇƐ ĞŶũŽǇĞĚ ƚŚĞ ĂĚǀĂŶĐĞĚ
ƐƵƉĞƌŝŽƌƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ͕ĞǆƚƌĞŵĞĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂŶĚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƚŚĂƚĞǀĞƌǇ^ĞĂůǇŵĂƩƌĞƐƐ
ŽīĞƌƐ͘ tŚŽ ǁŽƵůĚ ŚĂǀĞ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ǀŝƐŝŽŶ ŽĨ ĂŶŝĞů ,ĂǇŶĞƐ͕ Ă ĐŽƩŽŶ
ŐŝŶďƵŝůĚĞƌĨƌŽŵ^ĞĂůǇ͕dĞǆĂƐ͕ǁŽƵůĚďĞŝŶŇƵĞŶĐŝŶŐŽƵƌƐůĞĞƉŝŶŐĐŽŵĨŽƌƚϭϯϬ
ǇĞĂƌƐůĂƚĞƌ͙͘

^>W/E'KE>Kh
,ĂǇŶĞƐďĞŐĂŶŚŝƐĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚďǇŵĂŬŝŶŐĐŽƩŽŶͲĮůůĞĚŵĂƩƌĞƐƐĞƐĨŽƌĨƌŝĞŶĚƐ
ĂŶĚ ŶĞŝŐŚďŽƵƌƐ͘ dŚŝƐ ͚DĂƩƌĞƐƐ ĨƌŽŵ ^ĞĂůǇ͛  ĞŶũŽǇĞĚ ŵƵĐŚ ƉŽƉƵůĂƌŝƚǇ͘  ,ŝƐ
ŵĂƩƌĞƐƐ ďĞĐĂŵĞ ƐŽ ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ ƚŚĂƚ ŚĞ ƐŽůĚ ƉĂƚĞŶƚ ƌŝŐŚƚƐ ƚŽ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ŝŶ ŽƚŚĞƌ
ŵĂƌŬĞƚƐ͕ǁŚŽďĞŐĂŶďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƚŚĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƚŚĂƚ͕ĂƚƚŚĞƟŵĞ͕ǁĂƐŬŶŽǁŶĂƐƚŚĞ
͞DĂƩƌĞƐƐĨƌŽŵ^ĞĂůǇ͘͟/ŶϭϵϬϲ͕,ĂǇŶĞƐƐŽůĚĂůůŽĨŚŝƐƉĂƚĞŶƚƐĂŶĚŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ
ƚŽ Ă dĞǆĂƐ ĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŽŽŬ ƚŚĞ ŶĂŵĞ ͞^ĞĂůǇ͘͟ ,ĞƌĞ͕ Ă ǇŽƵŶŐ ĂĚǀĞƌƟƐŝŶŐ
ĞǆĞĐƵƟǀĞ͕ Ăƌů ĚǁĂƌĚƐ͕ ůĂƵŶĐŚĞĚ ^ĞĂůǇ͕ ƌĞŐŝƐƚĞƌĞĚ ŝƚƐ ŶĂŵĞ͕ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ Ă
ƚƌĂĚĞŵĂƌŬ͕ĂŶĚŐĂǀĞ^ĞĂůǇƚŚĞƐůŽŐĂŶ͞^ůĞĞƉŝŶŐŽŶĂ^ĞĂůǇŝƐůŝŬĞƐůĞĞƉŝŶŐŽŶ
Ă ĐůŽƵĚ͘͟  Ǉ ϭϵϮϬ͕ ^ĞĂůǇ ŚĂĚ Ϯϴ ůŝĐĞŶƐĞĚ ƉůĂŶƚƐ ĂŶĚ ǁĂƐ ƚŚĞ ĮƌƐƚ ŵĂƩƌĞƐƐ
ĐŽŵƉĂŶǇƚŽĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĂůŝĐĞŶƐŝŶŐƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ͘dŚĞ'ƌĞĂƚĞƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶƐĂǁĂĚĞĐůŝŶĞ
ŝŶŵĂƩƌĞƐƐƐĂůĞƐ͘dŚĞĞŝŐŚƚƐƚƌŽŶŐĞƐƚ^ĞĂůǇůŝĐĞŶƐĞĞƐƉŽŽůĞĚƚŚĞŝƌƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕
ƉĂŝĚŽīƚŚĞĚĞďƚŽĨƚŚĞůŝĐĞŶƐŝŶŐĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ͕ĂŶĚĐƌĞĂƚĞĚǁŚĂƚǁĂƐƚŽďĞĐŽŵĞ
ŬŶŽǁŶĂƐ^ĞĂůǇ/ŶĐ͘/ŶƚŚĞϭϵϯϬ͛ƐƚŚĞƵƩŽŶͲĨƌĞĞŵĂƩƌĞƐƐǁĂƐŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ͘

WK^dhZW/Π
/Ŷ ϭϵϱϬ͕ ^ĞĂůǇ ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ ŝƚƐ ĮƌƐƚ ^ĞĂůǇ WŽƐƚƵƌĞƉĞĚŝĐΠ ďƌĂŶĚ ŵĂƩƌĞƐƐ͕ ƚŚĞ
ŽŶůǇŵĂƩƌĞƐƐŝŶƚŚĞŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇƚŚĂƚĨŽĐƵƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞŽĨĐŽƌƌĞĐƚďĂĐŬ
ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ͕ ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚ ŝŶ ĐŽͲŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶ ǁŝƚŚ KƌƚŚŽƉĂĞĚŝĐ ^ƵƌŐĞŽŶƐ͘ /Ŷ ƚŚĞ ϳϬ͛Ɛ
^ĞĂůǇ WŽƐƚƵƌĞƉĞĚŝĐ ďĞĚĚŝŶŐ ďĞĐĂŵĞ ŚŝŐŚͲƚĞĐŚ ǁŝƚŚ ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞĚ ĐŽŝůƐ ĨŽƌ
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ͘ ƚ ƚŚĞ ƐĂŵĞ ƟŵĞ͕ ^ĞĂůǇ ďŽǆ ƐƉƌŝŶŐƐ ďĞĐĂŵĞ ŬŶŽǁŶ ĂƐ
ĨŽƵŶĚĂƟŽŶƐ͕ ĚƵĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƚŽƌƐŝŽŶ ďĂƌ ŵŽĚƵůĞ ďĂƐĞ͘ dŚĞ
ĞŶĚŽĨƚŚĞϭϵϴϬ͛ƐƐĂǁƚŚĞŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƟŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ͛ƐŶĞǁĞƐƚŝŶŶĞƌƐƉƌŝŶŐ
ŝŶŶŽǀĂƟŽŶʹ^ĞĂůǇWŽƐƚƵƌĞƉĞĚŝĐWŽƐƚƵƌĞdĞĐŚΠŽŝů͕ŶŽǁƵƐĞĚŝŶŵŽƐƚ^ĞĂůǇ
WŽƐƚƵƌĞƉĞĚŝĐŵĂƩƌĞƐƐĞƐ͘/ƚŝƐŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚĞĚďǇĂƉĂƚĞŶƚĞĚ^ĞŶƐŽƌǇƌŵΠĨĞĂƚƵƌĞ
ƚŚĂƚƐĞŶƐĞƐĂŶĚĐƵƐŚŝŽŶƐŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ͕ƚŚĞŶƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐǁŝƚŚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ͘
^ĞĂůǇ͛ƐůĂƚĞƐƚŝŶŶŽǀĂƟŽŶďĞŝŶŐƚŚĞŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƟŽŶŝĨƚŚĞŶĞǁ͚EŽƚŽƐƐΘdƵƌŶ͛
ǌŽŶĞĚ ƌĂŶŐĞ͘  ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂůůǇ͕ ^ĞĂůǇ ĞŶƚĞƌĞĚ ŝŶƚŽ ĐŽŶƚƌĂĐƚƐ ǁŝƚŚ ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ
ůŝĐĞŶƐĞĞƐ ĨŽƌ ŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ ŵĂƌŬĞƟŶŐ ƚŚĞ ^ĞĂůǇ ďƌĂŶĚ ĂďƌŽĂĚ͘ dŽĚĂǇ͕

^ĞĂůǇ/ŶĐ͘ŝƐƚŚĞůĂƌŐĞƐƚďĞĚĚŝŶŐŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞƌŝŶEŽƌƚŚŵĞƌŝĐĂĂŶĚƚŚĞ^ĞĂůǇ
ďƌĂŶĚŚĂƐƚŚĞůĂƌŐĞƐƚŵĂƌŬĞƚƐŚĂƌĞŝŶEŽƌƚŚŵĞƌŝĐĂ͘

'>K>,Z/d'͕>K>yhd/KE
^ĞĂůǇ^ŽƵƚŚĨƌŝĐĂƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚŝƚƐĮƌƐƚŵĂƩƌĞƐƐĂƚƚŚĞŝƌĨĂĐƚŽƌǇŝŶ:ŽŚĂŶŶĞƐďƵƌŐ
ŝŶϭϵϲϳ͘ůůƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐĂƌĞŵĂĚĞƚŽƚŚĞƐƉĞĐŝĮĐĂƟŽŶƐƐĞƚĚŽǁŶďǇ ^ĞĂůǇ/ŶĐ͘
h^ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĐŽŶƐƵůƟŶŐ KƌƚŚŽƉĂĞĚŝĐ ^ƵƌŐĞŽŶƐ͘ dŚĞ ƚĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů ŝŶŶŽǀĂƟŽŶƐ
ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞĚďǇ^ĞĂůǇĨŽƌŝŵƉƌŽǀĞĚƐůĞĞƉƋƵŝĐŬůǇůĞĚƚŽWŽƐƚƵƌĞƉĞĚŝĐďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐ
ƚŚĞŶƵŵďĞƌŽŶĞĐŚŽŝĐĞŝŶ^ŽƵƚŚĨƌŝĐĂͲĂƐŝƚŝƐŝŶƚŚĞh^͘^ĞĂůǇWŽƐƚƵƌĞƉĞĚŝĐ
ŝƐ ŶŽǁ ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ Ăƚ ĨĂĐŝůŝƟĞƐ ŝŶ :ŽŚĂŶŶĞƐďƵƌŐ͕ ƵƌďĂŶ ĂŶĚ ĂƉĞ dŽǁŶ͘ KƵƌ
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ƌĂŶŐĞ ŝƐ ƐŽůĚ ŽŶůǇ Ăƚ ƐĞůĞĐƚĞĚ ĚĞĂůĞƌƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ ^ŽƵƚŚĞƌŶ ĨƌŝĐĂ͘
ůůŽĨŽƵƌƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐĂƌĞŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞĚƚŽƚŚĞ/^K͘ϵϬϬϭͬϮƋƵĂůŝƚǇŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ
ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͘^ĞĂůǇŝƐĂůƐŽĂůĞĂĚŝŶŐƐƵƉƉůŝĞƌƚŽƚŚĞŚŽƐƉŝƚĂůŝƚǇŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇŝŶ^ŽƵƚŚĞƌŶ
ĨƌŝĐĂ͘^ĞĂůǇ͛ƐƉŚŝůŽƐŽƉŚǇŝƐƐƟůůĨŽĐƵƐĞĚŽŶƐůĞĞƉŝŶŐƐŽƵŶĚůǇĂŶĚǁĂŬĞƵƉ
ĨĞĞůŝŶŐŐƌĞĂƚ͘KŶĞƐƉĞŶĚƐŵŽƌĞƟŵĞŝŶďĞĚƚŚĂŶŽŶĂŶǇŽƚŚĞƌĨƵƌŶŝƚƵƌĞŝŶ
ƚŚĞŚŽŵĞʹŝƚŝƐĐƌŝƟĐĂůƚŚĂƚƚŚĞďŽĚǇƌĞĐĞŝǀĞƐƚŚĞƌĞǀŝƚĂůŝƐĂƟŽŶŝƚŶĞĞĚƐƚŽ
ĨĂĐĞƚŚĞŶĞǁĚĂǇ͘

>ZdϭϯϬzZ^
zKhE't/d,^>z͊

&Žƌ ƚŚĞ ŵŽŶƚŚƐ &ĞďƌƵĂƌǇ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ƚŽ ĞŶĚ DĂǇ ^ĞĂůǇ ǁŝůů ďĞ ĂĚǀĞƌƟƐŝŶŐ
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U2
FNB Stadium, Johannesburg » 13 FEB
Cape Town Stadium » 18 FEB
IT IS THE FIRST TIME since 1998 that

Irish superstar rock band U2 is thrilling
South African audiences and the
sell-out experience promises to be out
of this world. The band’s innovative and
pioneering 360° stage will feature an
overhead cylindrical video system of
interlocking LED panels, and a steel
structure rising 150 feet from the ﬂoor

over a massive stage with rotating
bridges. Known for performing at their
best when surrounded by fans, the
band should have no trouble catching
the hype as sell-out crowds of some
158,800 people are expected to help
them make history as the ﬁrst band to
perform at both Cape Town and
Jo’burg World Cup stadia. U2 are one

of the most successful groups in
popular music with 12 studio albums
and 22 Grammy Awards, more than
any other band, to their name. They
were inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in 2005 and are ranked 22
in the Rolling Stone Magazine list of
100 Greatest Artists of All Time.
www.u2.com
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EVENTS
Dias Festival
Dias Museum
Complex, Mossel
Bay
» 3-6 FEB

Celebrating the
522nd anniversary
of Bartolomeu Dias’
crew as the ﬁrst
Europeans to land in
South Africa in 1488,
festivities include
a visit by the South
African Navy, jazz
concerts, a black
tie ball, creative
workshops, textile
exhibition, markets,
sports and more.

www.visitmoselbay.co.za

DUSI CANOE MARATHON
Super 15
At rugby stadiums
nationwide
» FROM 18 FEB

Will John Smit hold
down a regular spot
in the Sharks team?
Will Bryan Habana
regain his form at
the Stormers? Will
Fourie du Preez hit
the ground running
on his return to
reigning champs,
the Bulls? All will
be revealed during
the new, expanded
Super 15.

ONE OF the toughest canoe
races in South Africa, the Dusi
Canoe Marathon is every
serious paddler’s goal – and
this year also holds special
meaning. In addition to it
celebrating its 60th
anniversary, the race will be
contested in memory of “Dusi
King” Graeme Pope-Ellis,
15-time winner of the event

who died in a farming
accident last June (2010). The
three-day race on the
Msunduzi River between
Pietermaritzburg and Durban
stretches some 125km
including sections of large
rapids, 15km portaging with
the canoe, a 10km stretch on
ﬂat water on the Inanda
Dam…and the (remote)

possibility of meeting some
crocodiles. All ﬁnishers of the
2011 race will receive a
Pope-Ellis medal. Those
wanting to break records have
to pursue completion times of
08:03:22 and 07:33:24 in the
K1 and K2 races respectively.
www.dusi.org.za

PHOTO ALAMY

Pietermaritzburg to Durban » 17-19 FEB

www.superxv.com

Beeld Holiday
Show
Gallagher
Convention Centre,
Johannesburg
» 11-13 FEB

Plan your vacation
at Africa’s leading
holiday show. More
than 300 exhibitors
will be displaying
their products in
categories including
accessories, wheels,
destinations,
activities and
services.

www.holidayshow.
co.za
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JOBURG FASHION WEEK
Venues around Johannesburg » 15-19 FEB
CELEBRATING the fastest

city in Africa, world class
designers will showcase
their Autumn/Winter
collections in unexpected,
spectacular, and secret
venues across the city.
Exploring the story of an
African city and its
multi-layered culture,
collections on show will

include designers Abigail
Keats, Abigail Betz, David
Tlale, Thula Sindi, Doreen
Southwood, Tart, Suzaan
Heyns, Kutloano, Karabo
Finger and Spero Villioti. Day
one will showcase South
Africa’s new talent while the
other four days are
dedicated to three slots
each of ready to wear and

couture collection shows.
www.africanfashioninternational.com/
www.computicket.com
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EVENTS
Midmar Mile
Midmar
Dam outside
Pietermaritzburg
» 12-13 FEB

The world’s
largest open water
swimming event,
the Midmar Mile, will
this year see former
Olympian Charlene
Wittstock, and
extreme swimmer
Lewis Pugh compete
to raise money for
charity. The worldfamous event draws
20,000 swimmers
over two days.

www.midmarmile.
co.za

Mr South
Africa
Silverstar Casino,
Johannesburg
» 19 FEB

Watch the crowning
ceremony of the
new Mr South Africa
and discover who
will represent the
country in the Mr
World Competition
later this year.

www.mrsa.co.za/
www.computicket.
com

Mummenschanz
SA State Theatre,
Pretoria
» 22-27 FEB

GEORGE OLD CAR SHOW
PW Botha College, George » 12-13 FEB
THE SECOND LARGEST motor

show in the country, the
George Old Car Show features
more than 900 cars,
motorcycles, tractors and
stationary engines. A great

family outing, the event
includes food stalls, a ﬂea
market and a classic car
auction at the nearby Protea
Hotel King George. Themed
“Fins & Fashion” this year, the

show promises a colourful
array of vehicles that will stir
the memories.
www.scocc.co.za

Baxter Theatre,
Cape Town
» 1-19 MARCH

Port Elizabeth
Opera House
» 29 MARCH-3 APRIL

Durban Playhouse

LIMPOPO MARULA FESTIVAL
Phalaborwa » 20-27 FEB

» 6-10 APRIL

Joburg Theatre
» 12-17 APRIL

The Swiss
theatre troupe,
Mummenschanz,
uses everyday
objects to create
ingenious costumes
and masks to form
creatures that
portray everyday
comical situations.
Great family fun.

www.mummenschanz.com/ www.
computicket.com
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CELEBRATING the fruit bearing

season of the indigenous
marula trees, this festival is
staged at different venues in
town with sport and lifestyle
events for the whole family.
Main events include the
Marula Golf Challenge at the
well-known Hans Merensky
Golf Estate, a half marathon
that includes stretches inside

the Kruger National Park, a
youth rugby tournament,
street soccer and open music
concert featuring
Freshlyground (pictured),
Thomas Chauke, DJ Mahoota
vs Vetkoek and various local
artists. An exhibition of
cultural products, including
marula specialities, will be
combined with a tourism

career fair to illustrate the
wide range of opportunities
within the region.
www.golimpopo.com
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OUTENIQUA
WHEELCHAIR
CHALLENGE

EVENTS
Design Indaba

Mountain View Resort,
George » 19 FEB

Conference
and Simulcast
University of
Johannesburg Art
Centre

HUNDREDS of disabled people

participate in South Africa’s only
wheelchair road race. Top disabled
athletes compete in the marathon
and half-marathon events using
racing wheelchairs or hand cycles,
while a 10km race allows basketball
chairs and ordinary wheelchairs.
The event is open to disabled
persons of all ages and can be
completed with a helper. Celebrities
and sport stars push chairs or work
at watering points. Thousands of
people ﬂock to the streets to cheer
on participants and everyone who
completes receives a medal.
Recognised as a championship
event by the SA Sports Association
for the Physically Disabled (SASAPD),
the race is also a qualifying event for
the Paralympic marathon.
If you have a disabled friend, make
sure they get there – it is a motivating
and life-changing experience.
www.georgeocc.co.za

» 23-25 FEB

Expo Cape Town
International
Convention Centre
» 25-27 FEB

Be inspired by the
talents of South
Africa’s creative
minds. 260
exhibitors showcase
original and
innovative products
in all creative
ﬁelds including
advertising,
architecture, craft,
décor, ﬁlm, fashion,
graphic design,
jewellery, publishing
and visual media.

www.designindaba.
com

Cannondale
GR 300
Mountainbike
Race
Knysna
» 25-27 FEB

Starting in Knysna
going in a different
direction each day,
teams of two race
routes amounting
to 300km over
three days.

Redhouse
River Mile
Sundays River
outside Port
Elizabeth
» 27 FEB

SA’s oldest open
water swimming
event celebrates
its 87th anniversary.
Watch Chad
Ho (KZN) and
Dominique
Dryding (WP)
defend their title.

www.rivermile.co.za
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PRO20 DOMESTIC CRICKET SERIES
Cricket grounds across SA » UNTIL 18 MARCH
WHILE SOME may insist that
Pro20 isn’t cricket, nobody
will be complaining when the
balls start ﬂying across stadia
this summer. The ultimate
crowd pleasing cricket
experience, seven regional
teams will compete in the
20-overs format day-night
cricket series. The South

African Proteas, who will have
just ﬁnished their extended
series against India, should
be in great form when they
join their teams. Defending
champions, the Chevrolet
Warriors, are expected to put
in a great show to keep their
title – especially as they
are also the current One-Day

Domestic Champions and
were runners-up in the 2010
Champions League
Twenty20. Don’t forget
the hardhats!
www01.ticketpros.co.za

PHOTO GALLO VIA GETTY IMAGES

www.gardenrouteevents.co.za
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[ FOOD & DRINK ]

IF FEBRUARY makes you
want to splurge on dining
out, the new restaurant The
Test Kitchen operated by
award-winning chef Luke
Dale-Roberts should appeal
to your creative side.

Describe The Test Kitchen?
An industrial space in the Old
Biscuit Mill in Woodstock,
Cape Town. It has oxidised
metal dining tables and
chic leather chairs. We
have a wooden counter
with seats at the L-shaped
pass and a ﬂoor-to-ceiling
bookshelf stocked with
wines, pantry ingredients and
ceramic plates and bowls.
La Colombe was voted
12th best restaurant
in the world with you
cooking. Why move?
I wanted my own thing.
At The Test Kitchen we’re
exploring the relationship
between food and art – I
commissioned local artists,
ceramicists, metalworkers
and woodworkers for the
decor. It’s my food style
with new directions.
How is it different?
At La Colombe I had two
sous chefs and a ﬁxed menu.
At The Test Kitchen I have a
small team, 30 seats and a
menu changing daily. I came

up with the tempura cherry
tomato dish with gorgonzola
cream on my lunch menu in
the trafﬁc on the way to work.
What could I eat at dinner?
Order three courses at
R345, ﬁve courses at R440
or eight courses at R550.
It could start with trout
tartare, green apple, lime
and a crème fraiche drizzle,
with miso-cured aubergine

cubes and creamy miso
dressing. Or sit at the counter
and try individual dishes.
What about lunch?
A lot of people have only one
course for lunch – dishes
never exceed R100. The menu
is inspired by ingredients
available that day and could
include a beef tataki starter,
a Korean-inspired conﬁt
duck rice dish or pork belly.

You dabble with Western
and subtle Asian ﬂavours.
What’s your secret?
I try to take a ﬂavour and
get it to shine as much
as possible. But the dish
has to have balance.
Describe yourself.
Creative, emotional,
driven, hardworking, a
bit of a perfectionist.
What’s it to be on your day
off: healthy and homecooked, convenience or
gourmet restaurant binge?
Healthy and homecooked. A good braai,
lasagne, shepherd’s pie
or roast leg of lamb.
Always on your home
shopping list?
Olive oil, soy sauce,
garlic, mature Cheddar,
parmesan – I love cheese
– a bottle of scotch. Single
malt if I’m feeling rich.
A hobby people don’t
know about you?
I’m from England and love
snow skiing. And photography,
when I have time.
Movie or live music?
Movie. I don’t have many
days off for live events.
www.thetestkitchen.co.za
Tel +27 (0) 21 447 2337

TESTING TASTE

EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FOOD AND
ART, LUKE DALE-ROBERTS GETS CREATIVE
WO RDS BY KIM M AXWELL
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ROSE TINTED
CONFESSION time. I’m openminded about most wines,
but don’t understand the
fuss around Rosé. But then
in the old days SA Rosé was
cloying and sickly sweet.
These days Rosé wines are
crowd-pleasers in popular
dry, summer-sipping styles.
Hence when trying a few
wines to recommend, I
sipped a few with my eyes
closed to focus on the
sensations. What a pleasant
surprise to ﬁnd a couple of
wines tasting very much
like a dry, crisp white, with
a distinctive blush to boot.
In the month to drink
pink, my favourite is False

24

Bay Rosé 2010. It’s dry,
elegant and priced right
(R55). The value-orientated
False Bay label is produced
at Waterkloof cellar near
Somerset West. Delicately
spiced False Bay Rosé
2010 with strawberry fruit
combines Cinsaut and
Mourvèdre vines. A winner
with linguine topped with a
creamy Franschhoek smoked
trout sauce. Grilled prawns
would also jump to attention.
Knorhoek Estate’s Two
Cubs range is as playful
as the name suggests. The
Two Cubs Rosé 2010 is an
enjoyable drink with its
palate-pleasing mélange

of Pinotage, Cabernet
Franc, Merlot and Cabernet
Sauvignon, exploding
with mixed berry fruit and
cinnamon, acidity reinforcing
a dry ﬁnish. Sip solo or

was inspired by tenor Enrico
Caruso’s singing. Like many
dry Rosés, it should ﬁnd
friends in crustaceans, pink
oily ﬁsh and ﬁsh soups. I
enjoyed it with a tomato

MUCH LIKE A DRY,
CRISP WHITE WITH A
DISTINCTIVE BLUSH
partner with grilled salmon.
You can afford more than
one bottle at the R34 price
tag. Another option is
Morgenster’s Caruso Rosé
2010, made from Sangiovese
grapes, at around R80. It

terrine. The winery makes a
Sangiovese red called Tosca
in the same Italian Collection
range, so Italian owner Guilio
Bertrand calls this wine the
“little brother of Tosca”. It’s
sure to hit a high note.
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[ R O O M R AT E ]

THE PANORAMIC
COASTAL VIEWS
FROM THE
SCALLOP ROOM

A DESIRABLE LOCATION
WITH ITS BEAUTIFUL SEA VISTAS, OYSTER MEALS AND JACUZZIS,
SCHULPHOEK IN SANDBAAI IS THE IDEAL PLACE TO SPEND
VALENTINE’S DAY THIS MONTH, FINDS PIERRE DE VILLIERS
IF CUPID designed a
guesthouse it would look
like Schulphoek. With its
stunning sea views, private
Jacuzzis, oyster meals and
erotic photography on the
walls, this ﬁve-star gem on
the southern coast of the
Western Cape is a veritable
monument to romance.
Making sure that the love
keeps ﬂowing are managers
Petro and Mannes van Zyl,

who welcome us with warm
smiles upon arrival before
leading the way to one of the
seven suites on offer, each
with a name that reﬂects
Schulphoek’s proximity to
the ocean. On the way to the
main building – which houses
the dining area – there is the
likes of Seahorse, Perlemoen
and Alikreukel, which all
have a garden view and
their own porch. We move

into Limpet, a beautifully
decorated “superior” suite
with a zebra skin on the ﬂoor
and a huge bathroom with
a skylight, shower, tasteful
nude portraits and Jacuzzi.
As the sun beats down we
take a dip in Schulphoek’s
swimming pool, which is
surrounded by ﬁsh carved
out of wood, before enjoying a
drink on the porch and taking
in the tranquil surroundings.

“Why don’t you guys
go for a nice walk along
the coastal path,” Petro
advises as she passes
Limpet late in the afternoon.
“It’s very romantic.”
She’s not lying. The path
that leads past Schulphoek –
which has partly been funded
by local residents (look out
for individual plaques) and
constructed by the seriously
industrious Mannes – is
I N D W E F E B R U A R Y 201 1
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FROM TOP LEFT: THE PERFECT
HOSTS MANNES AND PETRO VAN
ZYL; DECADENT SEAFOOD
PLATTER; PRIVATE JACUZZI
BATHROOM; STYLISH SWIMMING
POOL; THE WELL-STOCKED WINE
CELLAR

gorgeous and, when we start
walking, almost deserted.
If strolling in front of
Schulphoek is all about
solitude and privacy, meals
at the guesthouse are very
much a social affair. Guests
sit together at a communal
table where fresh seafood –
caught by Schulphoek’s own
ﬁshing vessel – is dished up.

28

Today, Petro and Mannes are
really pushing the boat out
and a platter heaving with
crayﬁsh, prawns, oysters
and kingklip (accompanied
by the most decadent butter
sauce) are slid in front of us.
Mannes invites us to visit
Schulphoek’s own wine
cellar with its 12,000 bottles
of regional South African

reds and whites to pick the
perfect tipple for the meal.
It’s another one of those
personal touches that makes
Schulphoek such a treat.
On the way back to the
dining table, Mannes takes us
via one of the guesthouse’s
biggest selling points.
Situated on the entire ﬁrst
ﬂoor is Scallop, a suite that

has to have one of the best
ocean views you’ll ﬁnd
anywhere on the southern
coast. If this room doesn’t
make you love the one you’re
with to bits, nothing will.
SCHULPHOEK SEAFRONT
GUESTHOUSE &
R E S TA U R A N T
+27 (0)28 316 2626,
schulphoek@hermanus.co.za,
www.schulphoek.co.za
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SCREEN
QUEEN
ACTRESS NATALIE PORTMAN REVEALS WHY PLAYING A BALLERINA
IN NEW FILM BLACK SWAN IS HER TOUGHEST ROLE TO DATE
FILM

EVER SINCE she burst

PHOTO ALLSTAR

onto the scene as a
13-year-old in Leon, Natalie
Portman has tackled some
tough roles. None, though,
has compared to the star’s
efforts in disturbing drama
Black Swan. After following a
strict diet and working hard
in the gym, Portman looks
the part as ballerina Nina
Sayers who is offered the role
of the Swan Queen in a new
production of Swan Lake.
The pressure of putting in
a great performance soon
pushes her over the edge.
We caught up with Portman
to talk about a role that
could well win her an Oscar.
Natalie, what type of
preparation did you have
to go through to get
ready to play a ballerina
in Black Swan?
I started training a year

ahead of time, and then the
six months prior to shooting
the ﬁlm I went into a sort of
hypertraining, where I was
doing ﬁve hours a day of both
ballet and crosstraining with
swimming. It was a pretty
gruelling experience but I
can be very disciplined and
I enjoy that kind of strict
regimen in some ways.
You did ballet as a
child, didn’t you?
Yes. I took ballet classes
until I was 12 and then
stopped when I started
acting seriously in 1994.
Then I started again with
this ﬁlm when I was 27. So
I did have a decent base
and a good “turnout”.
This ﬁlm explores some
extreme psychological
territory. What did
you make of that?

I loved the fact that this ﬁlm
really pushed boundaries.
Director Darren Aronofsky
ﬁrst started telling me about
his idea for the ﬁlm about
eight years ago when I was
still in college (Harvard) and
it was always a project I was
both anxious and afraid to do.
It was very extreme, and the
mindset during the ﬁlm was
just sort of intense discipline
and focus and obsession,
which was fantastic.
Do you think that growing
up with the media
portrait of you as one
of the most beautiful
women on earth made it
more difﬁcult for you to
believe in your talent?
There’s a psychological
trap that women who are
considered attractive can
easily fall into. You think
that all the attention you’re

getting is strictly for your
appearance rather than
your character, intellect or
your accomplishments. It
makes you question yourself
all the time. That was why
it was so important that I
went to Harvard where I was
in the midst of incredibly
gifted people and I felt
I could hold my own.
It’s quite hard to
believe, but you turn
30 this year. How do feel
about getting older.
I’m happy about getting
older. I’m glad I can play
more adult roles because in
the last few years I feel I’ve
ﬁnally become more of a
woman and less confused in
general about life. I think I’m
much more in control of my
life and where I want to go.
Black Swan is on general
release from 4 February
I N D W E F E B R U A R Y 201 1
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GAMES

BOOKS
SUMMER FOOD IN
PROVENCE
BY MARITA VAN DER
VYVER
Marita
van der Vyver moved to
Provence with her family
it forced her to be clever
in the kitchen. After all,
how do you cater for a
large family who have no
desire to eat trufﬂes and
foie gras and whose kids
are happy to gorge on
hamburgers and frites.
The recipes in this
book feature the dishes
Van der Vyver’s family
enjoy every summer
under the plane tree
in their front garden.
While the cuisine might
be Provencal they could
just as easily be enjoyed
under a jacaranda
tree in South Africa.
Summer Food In Provence
by Marita van der Vyver
(Tafelberg) is out now
WHEN AUTHOR

MARVEL VS CAPCOM
3: FATE OF TWO
WORLDS CAPCOM
PLAYING Marvel Vs Capcom
3: Fate Of Two Worlds is a
bit like settling the kind of
arguments you used to have
in the schoolyard. Who would
win a ﬁght between the Hulk
and Doctor Doom? Who
is stronger – Spider-Man
or Deadpool? What would
happen if Streetﬁghter’s
Ryu took on Resident Evil’s
Albert Wesker? Marvel
Vs Capcom 3 answers all
these questions and more.

The latest instalment
in the MVC franchise sees
Doctor Doom join forces with
Wesker to unite the Marvel
and Capcom universes so
they can rule both. Doing
their bidding are villains like,
Magneto, Mike Haggar and
Dormammu and standing in
evil’s way are a host of heroes
from both worlds including
Thor, Iron Man, Captain
America, Wolverine and Ryu.
As usual with MVC the
ﬁghts are ferocious - gamers
pick three characters for
battle and can swap between
them at any time. Each

hero and villain have their
own unique powers with
Spider-Man using his webs,
Captain America throwing
his shield, Iron Man ﬁring
his proton cannon and Ryu
using his shinkuu hadouken.
For those looking for
a bit more depth, Marvel
Vs Capcom 3 has some
nice touches, including
the odd quip from Spidey
and references to past
Marvel Comic storylines.
A must for anyone
who’s itching for a ﬁght.
Marvel Vs Capcom 3: Fate Of
Two Worlds is out in February

MUSIC
LIRA: RETURN TO LOVE
AFTER WINNING Album of the Year and
Best Female Artist at the 2009 South
African Music Awards, you could have
been forgiven for thinking that Lira had
peaked. However, listen to her fourth
studio album and it soon becomes clear
that one of the country’s most beloved
songbirds is just getting warmed up.
On Return To Love Lira delivers a
collection of soulful tracks that will
delight her fans while winning over new

32

listeners. Showing off her songwriting
skills – and that of co-writer, Robin
Kohl – the album covers everything
from romantic heartache (Call Me) to
the evils of greed (Abba) and taking
charge of your life (Get Into Action).
Add powerful tracks like Mali, with its
Bossa and Mbaqanga mix and wedding
song sounding Phakade and this is a
very happy return for a prodigious talent.
Lira – Return To Love (Sony) is out now
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[ ACCE SSORIE S ]

TOKENS OF
AFFECTION
LOVE IS IN THE AIR THIS MONTH, SO
MAKE THE MOST OF VALENTINE’S DAY
WITH THESE SPECIAL GIFTS
Olympus Pen E-PL2
The ideal way to capture the memories
you and your loved one are making, the
Olympus Pen E-PL2 is a gorgeous
camera with a fresh, contemporary
design. It’s also ideal for social
networking thanks to compatibility with
Olympus’ new PENPAL Bluetooth®
Communication Unit and wide range of
dedicated PEN accessories.
Those who feel like pushing
themselves can experiment with art
ﬁlters in still and HD Movie mode,
including the new Dramatic Tone ﬁlter,
and choose from 16 dedicated Micro
Four Thirds lenses, three new

conversion lenses (macro, ﬁsh-eye and
wide), plus 27 Four Thirds and more
than 500 other lenses in total (using
an adapter).
For those who just want to point and
shoot, the E-PL2 offers superb image
quality and unlimited creative freedom
with none of the hassle.
Available: www.olympus.co.uk
Price: RRP R6,999
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The Day I Shot Cupid
Jennifer Love Hewitt’s (yes, the one form Party of
Five and Ghost Whisperer) self-penned book,
which is also available on CD audio, is about
getting rid of the idealistic ideas of love that end in
heart break, and about being realistic instead.
Love Hewitt talks about how to pick the right
person, and to know when to let the bad eggs go.
She offers readers truths about the opposite sex,
or truths that we had chosen to ignore. Love
Hewitt uses personal stories to show the stupid/
funny/mortifying/amazing aspects of dating.
Valentine’s Day is not everyone’s favourite day,
but The Day I Shot Cupid will help to bring
heartwarming relief, perspective and real stories to 14th February.
Available: The Day I Shot Cupid (Voice) at Exclusive Books online at www.
exclus1ves.co.za and branches in South Africa and Gaborone
Price: R195 if ordered online

Virgin GoZone Pedometer
Set your heart a-ﬂutter with the Virgin GoZone Pedometer, a discreet and effective
way to measure your every step and track your daily activity whether you’re at work
or doing the shopping. You can connect it to your computer to stay on track.
Linking to the Virgin LifeZone allows you access to an online
e
folder of ﬁtness details. Virgin Life care will donate ten per
cent of the price if you buy the Pedometer from the Heart
and Stroke Foundation SA website.
Available: www.heartfoundation.co.za
Price: R495

Retro Weekend Bag
The Bobbypin Overnight Bag has enough space to keep all the essentials – either as
a cheeky handbag or an overnight bag – and, with its vintage rose print, is a bright
and stylish addition to any wardrobe or shoulder.
Big Blue, the company behind the bag, is an 18-strong chain of funky South
African and urban-inspired clothing shops, whose items are truly pret-a-porter (pret
meaning fun, that is) and forr the individual dressers who want to own fashionwear
from the ﬁnest in local talent,
t, and locally
produced goods.
Big Blue does offer internet
et shopping,
and while its shops are all in
locations around South Africa,
ca,
they can also ship to Angola.
a.
Available: Big Blue stores
nationwide and to ﬁnd locations,
ions,
go to www.bigblue.co.za
Price: R790.00
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INSPIRED BY FRESH
LOCAL PRODUCE,
A NEW GENERATION
OF SKILLED CHEFS
HAVE TURNED SOUTH
AFRICA INTO A HOTSPOT
FOR FINE DINING.
PIERRE DE VILLIERS
AND PIET VAN NIEKERK
MEET THE COUNTRY’S
CULINARY WIZARDS

HENRICO
GROBBELAAR

“I LIKE my food to have the wow factor,” explains award-

winning chef Henrico Grobbelaar as he talks Indwe through
his latest extraordinary creation – smoked crocodile
carpaccio. “We take some French oak from barrels and
smoke the tail with a mixture of rooibos tea, some thyme
and lemon. We take it off the bone, season it with three
different types of pepper, roll it and serve it with tomato
chutney, a toasted brioche and some avocado oil. It offers
people a dish that’s a bit more risky for adventurous eaters,
which is something I love.”
Grobbelaar, the executive chef at the Twelve Apostles
Hotel and Spa in Cape Town, is part of a new generation
of chefs who are putting South African cuisine on the
international map. Inspired by local produce, chefs like
Grobbelaar, Brad Ball, Leigh Trout, Garth Almazan, Christo
Pretorius and Tanja Kruger have been enthralling diners
with mouthwatering offerings that put a unique twist on
some classic dishes. Whether it’s French onion soup with
oxtail jam, fynbos honey bavarois or Cape crayﬁsh broth,
South Africa has become a hot spot for ﬁne fusion cuisine.
“It’s a very exciting time for the culinary industry in
South Africa,” says Trout, the executive chef at Mange Tout
in Franschhoek. “There are some amazing people out there
coming up with very creative dishes and I’m really inspired
by these great chefs around me.”
Like many of the top chefs in the country, Trout cut his
teeth overseas, working at restaurants in posh London
areas like Belgravia and Knightsbridge.
“There was a lot of pressure in London but I learnt so
much,” the chef says. “I learnt a lot about classical French
and British cooking but also about fusion. I was inspired
by Heston Blumenthal (of world-leading restaurant The Fat
Duck) who puts a modern twist on British cooking.”
At Mange Tout, Trout has delivered a few twists of his
own while utilising Franschhoek's incredible produce.

BRAD BALL

LEIGH TROUT

TANJA KRUGER
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“I try and use 80 per cent of the local produce in
Franschhoek like trout, and local cheeses,” he points out.
“Because I have a strong background in French cooking
we do stuff like soufﬂés and meringues but in a very South
African way. We have also just started building our new
herb garden and building dishes around what’s in the
garden. There will be a chef’s table where there is no menu
and we will create dishes according to what they feel like.”

CHRISTO
PRETORIUS

GARTH
ALMAZAN

BRAD BALL

THE NEW CLASSICS
Another chef using her classic training to great effect is
Tanja Kruger of Hunter’s Country House in Plettenberg
Bay. Describing herself as the “playful chef”, Tanja Kruger’s
food philosophy is to practice her classic French training
while being inspired by local suppliers and growers. In fact,
Kruger believes chefs on the Garden Route are spoilt for
choice with high quality local produce from the ocean to the
ﬁelds. Kruger is so conscious of her own “green footprint”
that she grows her own vegetables on the grounds of
Hunter’s Country House and her menu offers 99 per cent
local produce.
As a Kalahari kid who studied at the Institute of Culinary
Art in Stellenbosch before travelling to the United Kingdom
to gain international experience, Kruger returned to South
Africa to ﬁrst work under respected chef Jeffrie Siew at
the Raddison Hotel in Cape Town and later at the famous
Five Flies restaurant. At Hunter’s Country House she
worked herself through the ranks winning the Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs Young Chef of the Year Award in 2008 and the
Gastronomix Garden Route Young Chef of the Year Award
in 2009. In the same year she was elected to the so-called
Springbok team of chefs, South Africa’s representatives in
the Culinary World Cup in Luxembourg.
While she ﬁnds inspiration and inﬂuence from French
classic chefs such as Michel Roux and Raymond Blanc,
Heston Blumenthal and the blogs of American chef Thomas
Keller, Kruger is acutely aware of her roots and how local
chefs cook differently from the rest of the world. “We are
rooted here in Africa. We have a different climate, different
customers and different produce to work with.”
For this reason she uses modern techniques to turn a
local favourite like oxtail into restaurant-friendly ravioli
or use Hermanus scallops
for a light summer dish
with a study of peas. Her
banana split will not look
like one, because it is
“deconstructed” and deep
fried. All of her innovations
display what she describes as putting “positive energy” into
dishes while being modern and playful.
“Chefs can be resistant to change, but we have so much
to work with here,” she says. It is a sentiment shared by

GARDEN ROUTE CHEFS
ARE SPOILT FOR CHOICE
WITH QUALITY PRODUCE
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PHOTO STOCKFOOD

Christo Pretorius – Chef de Partie at ZINZI Restaurant at
Tsala Treetop Lodge between Plettenberg Bay and Knysna –
who knows ﬁrst hand about his nation’s bounty as a former
Springbok ﬁsherman. Knowing how to catch a ﬁsh is one
thing, but knowing how to turn it into a culinary work of
art is something completely different. After initially being
asked to “help out” in the kitchen while working at a resort
in England, Pretorius realised being a chef was his future.
He enrolled at a chef’s school in Durban before working
on yachts for the rich and famous in the Bahamas. His love
for local shores and cuisine eventually lured him back to
South Africa where he took up the position as Chef De
Partie at the well established ZINZI Restaurant at the Tsala
Treetop Lodge near Plettenberg Bay.
In September last year, Pretorius received top honours in
the Unilever Chef of the Year competition being presented
with the ﬁrst prize in the junior category.
His love of combining classic and modern styles of
cooking can be seen in his winning menu, which consisted
of a starter of local salmon and mussel cannelloni served
with shrimp bisque and vegetable seasoning pickled
mushrooms. His main dish showed zest as he prepared
a pan-roasted duck breast with a demi-glaze gelée, onion
mash ﬂake purée, caramelised pumpkin and bacon. His
dessert was wild berry soufﬂé with a lavender crème
anglaise and a strawberry apple salad.
While the menu at ZINZI reﬂects the best meats from
local butchers, the chef's love of seafood shines through as
he purposefully uses as many local products as he possibly
can. Having an intimate knowledge of the sea, it remains
important to Pretorius to conﬁne his menu to ﬁsh on the
Green List of the Southern African Sustainable Seafood
Initiative (SASSI) like Panga and Yellowtail, which he
serves with lemon zest and pepper. Starters like
sustainable Saldanha Bay mussels and oysters from
Port Elizabeth continues his commitment to sustain
marine resources, a trend he says is becoming more
and more popular with local chefs.
EASTERN INFLUENCE
Another superb chef making the most of the fresh produce
in his area is Garth Almazan, executive chef at the awardwinning Catharina’s in the Constantia Valley. A born and
bred Capetonian, Almazan's earliest memories of food are
of the enjoyment of the delicious, spicy seafood starters
that his Filipino father used to cook for the family. This
early taste experience has been a major inspiration for
him. From there he has worked his way through the ranks
by highlighting South African cuisine in Switzerland, the
RIGHT: THE TSALA TREETOP LODGE
WHERE AWARD-WINNING CHEF CHRISTO
PRETORIUS LETS SUSTAINABLE
SEAFOOD SHINE
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LEFT: HUNTER'S COUNTRY HOUSE WHERE
TANJA KRUGER MIXES CLASSIC TRAINING
WITH MODERN TECHNIQUES
BELOW LEFT: AT MANGE TOUT LEIGH TROUT
MAKES THE MOST OF FRANSCHHOEK'S
INCREDIBLE LOCAL PRODUCE

Netherlands and Ireland, where he competed in various
food festivals and competitions.
“My philosophy on food is that I use the freshest available
produce and then keep things simple,” says Almazan,
whose sublime dishes at Catharina’s include Malay crusted
king scallops and springbok loin. “I ﬁnd that those from
overseas who visit the restaurant are looking for something
uniquely South African and the Malay dishes we do are
extremely popular. It’s great to give people a real taste of
the Cape.”
PASSING THE BATON
To ensure that Catharina’s keeps its high standards,
Alamazan has gone out of his way to pass on his extensive
knowledge to a new generation of chefs working their
way up at the restaurant. Many of Alamazan’s team in the
kitchen are from Cape Town’s poorest areas and he takes
great pride in watching them grow in conﬁdence.
“They start off doing small tasks for a couple of years
and it’s amazing to so see how eager they are to learn,” says
Almazan. “It’s vital for the culinary industry that chefs pass
of their knowledge to a new generation.”
Henrico Grobbelaar at the Twelve Apostles Hotel
and Spa – the Sunday Times Chef of the Year and San
Pellegrino International Young Chef of the Year in 2009
– wholeheartedly agrees: “You are only as strong as your
weakest link in the
kitchen so I pass on
knowledge every
day,” he says. “I
train, I teach, I take
my international
experience and I
try and get the chef
to my standards.
If you are not going to pass on your knowledge then you
are stupid. It is very much a skills course. It’s not like an IT
course where you read up on it and then everyone can do it.
It takes 10-12 years to train a good chef.”
At the trendy Bistro Sixteen82 restaurant in the
Constantia Valley, executive chef Brad Ball has watched
proudly as his team have come on in leaps and bounds.
“Everyone in this kitchen is very good and very
ambitious,” the chef says with a smile. “They don’t want
to still be standing behind a grill in ten years’ time. They
eventually want to own their own restaurant and will work
themselves to a standstill to achieve that. I think the future
of the culinary industry in this country looks very bright.”

PHOTO ALAMY

IT TAKES
10-12 YEARS
TO TRAIN A
GOOD CHEF
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WELCOME TO

PHOTO MIKE HOLMES

FRONTIER
COUNTRY

The Eastern Cape is traditionally described as
Frontier Country where the indigenous peoples
of southern Africa ﬁrst met European settlers,
more than often leading to bloody clashes.
But this is a matter of the past as the Eastern
Cape has rediscovered itself as frontier Safari
country offering the Big Five in ﬁve-star and
malaria-free fashion. It is also the birthplace of
ambassadors responsible for shaping South
Africa's political and social landscape, the hub

of motor manufacturing and the future
of industrial investment. Indwe's “Focus on
the Eastern Cape” reﬂects this over the
following pages as we discover new Safari
hotspots, test drive Volkswagen of South
Africa's “ﬁrst” double cab workhorse bakkie,
learn about changes made to community
health systems by Dr Mamphela Ramphele
and look at the multi-billion Coega Industrial
Development Zone in Nelson Mandela Bay.
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SAFARI’S
NEW
FRONTIER
SMALLER AND LEANER
THAN THEIR BUSHVELD
COUSINS, EASTERN CAPE
SAFARI RESERVES
ARE MUSCLING IN
ON THE SAFARI SCENE
WITH EXQUISITE
LODGES AND
UNIQUE
SIGHTINGS

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MIKE HOLMES AND RICHARD HOLMES

BY RICHARD HO LM ES
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FOR A MINUTE, I thought the cheetah

had lost. Outpaced by a lion, and
soon to be on the receiving end of a
few millennia of evolutionary envy.
We’d been watching three lions –
two sturdy females and a majestic
male, whose role seemed to consist
primarily of sleeping, hunt a herd
of Red Hartebeest. Or perhaps they
were after the lone zebra hidden
among them; his dazzling stripes
no help among the dusty copper
coats of the “harties”.
It was a blustery, overcast
day, but the herd seemed
relaxed on the grassy
plains between the
thickets. On the opposite
hillside we noticed a
small yellow splodge.
Binoculars went up
and the radio crackled

to life: “Young male cheetah on
northern ridge. He’s spotted the lion.”
Cheetah and lion are sworn
enemies, although the malevolence
is ﬁrmly on the side of panthera leo.
Even a fully-grown cheetah stands
no chance against the stronger and
heavier lion. Speed is its only option.
Creeping closer for a better look, the
cheetah – wisely – chose discretion
over valour and padded away. We all
went back to watching the Hartebeest.
All, that is, except the lions.
Seeing their ancient enemy
alone and exposed, the lionesses
decided rivalry trumped rump
and trotted off in pursuit. A trot
turned into a jog, a jog dialled up
to a sprint and in the game vehicle
our minds quietly raced: “Why the
hell is that cheetah not running?”
Padding away at a leisurely pace,
it wasn’t until the lions were thirty
metres off – their long, bounding

THE QUIET OF THE EASTERN CAPE
AS THE BIG CATS LIE IN WAIT
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THE CHEETAH TURNED, A DUST
CLOUD BILLOWING AS IT WEAVED
THROUGH THE THICKET

FRONTIER COUNTRY
ZEBRA ARE WATCHFUL
OF A ROAMING LIONESS
IN THE LONG GRASS

leaps threatening to close the
distance in seconds – that the cheetah
turned. An explosion of speed sent
it off between the euphorbias, a dust
cloud billowing as it bobbed and
weaved away through the thickets.
Our game vehicle raced down
the gravel road in pursuit, catching
up with the thwarted lions as they
searched for the cheetah’s scent.
Foiled, this time. My heart returned
from my throat to its rightful place.
This incredible safari scene
wasn’t played out on the grassy
billiard table of the Masai Mara,
the steamy bushveld of Botswana
or the sandy tracks in Kruger. This
ancient drama was performed on
the scrubby hillsides of Kwandwe

Private Game Reserve, in the
heart of the Eastern Cape.
Billed as “Frontier Country” for
the Anglo-Xhosa wars that racked
these hills in the mid-1800s, the
stretch of countryside between
Port Elizabeth and East London
has fast become South Africa’s new
frontier for Big Five safaris; malariafree, mild and the perfect bookend
to the popular Garden Route.
There are close to a dozen, mostly
private, reserves offering wildlife
experiences in the area, but you’d do
well to remember that not all safaris
are created equal. When it comes to
Eastern Cape reserves, size certainly
does matter and on the smaller
reserves there’s a fair chance your

game viewing will have a backdrop of
trafﬁc and tar. Not quite Out of Africa.
But not so on Kwandwe, where
you’ll mostly enjoy a 360° view
of untouched wilderness. Like
many of the private reserves in the
area, Kwandwe’s 22,000 hectares
were once marginal farmland,
but the power lines, houses and
fences that scarred the horizon
have long since been bundled
away, and the land rejuvenated.
Kwandwe is named after the Blue
Crane – Kwa-Indwe means "place of
the Blue Crane" in isiXhosa – and
the endangered national bird of
South Africa is just one of dozens of
species that now call this restored
landscape home. Elephant enjoy the
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ABOVE: RHINO
WATCHING ON
SHAMWARI
RIGHT: CHEETAH
BELOW: A HERD
OF ELEPHANTS

lush riverine grasses, black rhino
stick to the thickets and the Great
Fish River ﬂows languidly through
the property, harbouring hippo in the
deep pools and drawing a menagerie
of wildlife in the hot summer months.
The sub-tropical thicket that coats
much of Kwandwe’s hills may not
support the vast herds of game to be
seen further north, but in my handful
of game drives we were privileged
to enjoy an array of breathtakingly
unique sightings: lions ferrying
a warthog kill to their cubs, the
shy nocturnal aardwolf hunting
in broad daylight and, of course,
a close call for a lucky cheetah.
On these private reserves you’re
just about guaranteed four of the

Big Five (darn those shy leopard),
but in this corner of the country
it seems less is deﬁnitely more.
While Kwandwe keeps a low proﬁle,
Shamwari is the big, brash reserve
that has been beating the drum of
Eastern Cape Big Five safaris for over
a decade. One of the ﬁrst to reintroduce
big game to its 25,000 hectares,
Shamwari is also host to a dubious
honour: in 1856 the last free-roaming
lion in the Eastern Cape was shot here.
The notion of restoring the
indigenous wildlife to its rightful
place is precisely what inspired
local businessman Adrian Gardiner
to create Shamwari over 20 years
ago, buying up parcels of abused
farmland that were crying out for

restoration. That renewal is still very
much a work in progress though, with
wide-open plains of grass separating
the hilltops of indigenous thicket.
It’s a slight distraction from the Big
Five on offer, but it’s not the end of
the world. Days at Shamwari follow a
similar pattern to most private lodges,
with morning and evening game
drives crisscrossing the reserve. While
the grassy plains of Shamwari support
fairly large herds of antelope, it’s the
smaller sightings you’ll remember: the
shy black rhino, cheetahs sheltering
from a blustery spring wind and the
rumble of a lion’s contact call echoing
across your hilltop sundowners.
While Shamwari has something
for everyone, Gorah Elephant Camp
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A MOMENT OF SOLITUDE
AT ONE OF THE SUITES
AT THE ECCA LODGE ON
THE KWANDWE PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

STAY HERE
Kwandwe Private Game Reserve
offers two lodges and two familyfriendly exclusive-use villas, but our
ﬁrm favourite is the sleek modern
Ecca Lodge. Just six oh-so-secluded
suites stretch out along the hillside,
with svelte sliding doors opening
onto private decks and panoramic
views. This is Norwegian cool meets
funky African farmhouse. Low-slung
beds and glassed-in rain-showers,
rough gabion walls and settler-chic
tin roofs. Private plunge pools and
outside showers make short work of
hot summer days. Visit www.andbeyond.

com or call +27 (0) 11 809 4447
Bayethe Tented Camp is one
of seven lodges on Shamwari, and
escapes the grassland views by being
hidden away in a bird-ﬁlled valley.
The riverside tents are spacious and
tick all the ﬁve-star boxes, but could
do with a little TLC. This sleek safari
lady is showing her age and needs
a nip/tuck and a few new frocks.
However, the feel is more laid-back
than at other lodges so there’s no
need to dress for dinner, as meals
are a casual ﬁreside affair. Visit www.

shamwari.com or call +27 (0) 41 407 1000
Gorah Tented Camp is pure
romance. Formal dinners – Gorah is
a member of the gourmet Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs – in the historic homestead
are all crystal and candlelight, but
the suites are the real highlight.
White tents belie the homely luxury
within, where four-poster beds and
cosy armchairs cry out for afternoon
naps and quality time with a good
book. Best of all it’s canvas, so nightly
rustling outside the tent adds a shiver
of excitement. Tent #10 has views
of the plains. Visit www.hunterhotels.

com or call +27 (0) 44 501 1111

is unashamedly, gloriously, romantic.
Set on a private concession within
the Addo Elephant National Park,
the tented suites of Gorah fan out
away from the historic homestead.
In the late-1800s Gorah was once
one of the wealthiest farms in the
district thanks to the boom in ostrich
feathers, and the manor house today
reﬂects the comfortable opulence of
the time. Deep leather armchairs, high
ceilings and thick walls, magniﬁcent
iron ﬁreplaces and a deep stoep
overlooking a waterhole make for a
loveably old world safari escape.
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As with Shamwari, the scars of
farming are all too obvious in the
ﬂat ﬁelds of grass stretching away
from Gorah, but it does have the
signiﬁcant beneﬁt of panoramic views
across the plains and up into the
shrub-covered hills. Addo Elephant
National Park has been a haven for
elephants since it was proclaimed in
1931, and you’re almost guaranteed
some wonderful elephant sightings
during your time at Gorah.
The game drives here can traverse
the park’s 24,000 hectare main
section, but it’s the quiet tracks
and off-road routes on the private
concession that are the real highlight
of the National Park. Unlike Addo’s
self-drive visitors, the beauty of a
private safari escape is the sheer
gluttony of having a small stretch
of African bush all to yourself.

It’s a pleasure that visitors to
the Kruger bushveld have long
enjoyed, and now the Eastern Cape
is slowly muscling in on the act.
Bush aﬁcionados will tell you there
is nothing like a Lowveld safari, and
they’re right. But, when it comes to
exquisite lodges and unique sightings
these smaller, leaner Eastern Cape
reserves are showing they may
just be one step ahead of their big
brawny bushveld cousins. A little
like the cheetah that got away.

GETTING THERE
SA Express ﬂies return
ﬂights to Port Elizabeth
– the gateway to
Frontier Country –
from Durban and Cape
Town seven days a
week, and from
Johannesburg six days
a week.
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Great Mediterranean cooking is something to be savoured, treasured
and remembered. For no other cuisine can match the exotic, yet subtle
flavours that make up the favourite dishes of the region. Fortunately,
East London is blessed with Grazia Fine Food and Wine, a perfect
venue with a superb view over the Indian Ocean - just as you might
expect from a world-class restaurant with a reputation for serving the
finest authentic dishes, accompanied by a wide selection of wines.

East London
Te l : 043 722 2009
043 722 2010
www.graziafinefood.co.za
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[ UNDER THE SUN ]

AFRICA’S WATER SPORTS MECCA
THE EASTERN CAPE – NELSON MANDELA BAY IN PARTICULAR –
HAS LONG BEEN PROMOTED AS AFRICA’S WATER SPORTS CAPITAL.
HERE ARE BUT TWO OF THE MANY REASONS WHY
WO RDS BY B EN N IE V ISS ER | ILLUSTRATIO NS BY NICO L A MEIRING

Deep sea ﬁshing
Have boat, will ﬁsh. This is true for those
who own safe, reliable and suitably
equipped recreational ﬁshing vessels,
commonly known as ski-boats in coastal
communities. However, ﬁrst-timers who
are keen to take to the deep sea can also
do so safely – under the watchful eye
of an experienced skipper and crew.
Ski-boats leave Eastern Cape ports
in large numbers each weekend in
pursuit of the big one, and to think up
stories about “the one that got away”.
Humankind has, for millennia,
harvested the sea-life world’s oceans
for food, with the result that massive
industries based on commercial
ﬁshing have evolved globally. Millions
of people across the world also rely
on subsistence ﬁshing for their very
survival. Recreational ﬁshing has been
documented towards the end of the 15th
century, and during the following 200
years, leisure ﬁshing gained popularity.
Deep sea ﬁshing has evolved into a
highly specialised leisure-industry in
itself, testimony of which is the numerous
ski-boats being moored in South African
ports. These boats are commonplace
not only in the major harbours such as
Port Elizabeth and East London, but
also from dozens of other smaller ones,
such as Port Alfred and St Francis Bay.

PORT ELIZABETH

Deep-sea recreational
ﬁshing is weather
dependent and planned
outings can be cancelled at
very short notice.

Numerous launching spots can also be
found along the coastline, from where
vessels that were taken to the water
by trailer are launched and retrieved.
The latter usually involves a crew
of people who are accustomed to it
and have no problems with getting
wet in the process. In order to go out
to sea, a skippers’ licence is required
by the person in charge of the boat.
The vessel itself must also conform to
a long list of legal requirements, many
of them related to safety at sea.
Port Elizabeth Deep Sea Angling
Club (PEDSAC) spokesman Christo
Bezuidenhout says ﬁrst-timers wishing
to go out to sea, can expect to pay from
around R400 per person. However,
the price varies depending on the
requirements. Some people want to take
their own rods and other equipment, while
others arrive with only the clothes they
are wearing. Deep sea angling trips can be
adjusted depending on the requirements
and advance booking is not negotiable.
Bezuidenhout explains that while charter
trips are not the main focus at the club,
there are suitably qualiﬁed skippers
who offer their services to visitors.
Similar outings can also be arranged
elsewhere, such as Noordhoek SkiBoat Club (PE), in East London,
Port Alfred and St. Francis Bay.

If you are prone to motionsickness, contact your
doctor or pharmacist for
medication. In severe cases,
watch a game of bowls on
TV instead of venturing
out to sea.

PEDSAC
● +27 (0) 41 582 2701 (t)
● www.pedsac.co.za
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Hobie Cat racing
Yachting is a sport and pastime that is passionately pursued
in South African waters, and its different forms guarantee a
thrill for all budgets. This varies from, ocean-going vessels
capable of intercontinental journeys, to tiny one- or twoseaters more suitable for a gentle breeze on a dam or river.
A very popular variant is the Hobie Cat, a small catamaran
suitable for both inland water and the sea, provided one
remains relatively close to shore. It is a simple, lightweight
and effective adventure tool. Typically, you can easily tow it
over long distances, and to the beach with a 1.3-litre sedan,
set it up and go sailing. This can be done solo, or with two
or even three people perched on a ﬁrmly stretched sail
between the hulls. Afterwards, simply de-rig the sails and
mast, load it on your trailer, secure it and off you go.
While this is a simpliﬁed example, it is not far off the mark
and its ease of operation has made the Hobie Cat one of the

ALGOA BAY
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The Hobie 16 is the most
popular model and weighs
up to about 150kg.

most popular fun ﬂoatation devices, very often seen along
the country’s shores. The vessel was designed in the 1950s
and was named after the founder of the manufacturing
company, Hobie Alter. Its popularity has led to one of Port
Elizabeth’s main beaches being named after it. Every
weekend, enthusiasts descend to Hobie Beach to launch
their craft, have fun in Algoa Bay and return to shore.
There are a vast array of models available, varying largely
in price, performance abilities and the like, suitable for all
pockets. Just about anything that ﬂoats in South Africa
is governed by laws, check by-laws, rules and regulations
before taking off on a Hobie Cat. Training, followed by an
ofﬁcially recognised qualiﬁcation, is the way to go.
There are various competitions in a number of
classes and disciplines at open water venues both
inland and along the coast, but participants generally
agree that it’s much more fun in the ocean.

Wearing life-jackets is
compulsory when sailing
in South Africa. Only
accomplished and trained
people should venture out
to sea.

Algoa Bay Yacht Club
● www.abyc.org.za
● +27 (0) 41 585 4058
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AS THE EASTERN CAPE VOLKSWAGEN PLANT UNVEILS ITS NEW
AMAROK PICK UP, MOTORING PHOTOGRAPHER CARLIE NORVAL
DISCOVERS IT TURNS MORE HEADS IN THE KAROO THAN A UFO

IF I WERE AN ALIEN on my way to southern Africa at the
speed of light – or even faster if I could manage outsmarting
Einstein – I could not imagine landing anywhere else
but the Great Karoo. Its arid landscape and vast plains
seem like the perfect strip to hover, land and strike up
some conversation with the interesting locals. I am
further convinced that my arrival would not even spark
a phone call to the local police station or newspaper.
It is almost as if the locals in the Karoo are expecting the
arrival of alien craft as a matter of course. In fact, having
spent a long evening in the Willowmore Royal Hotel, some
folk convinced me that they have experienced not only
close encounters of the ﬁrst kind (the sighting of a UFO),
but close encounters of the second (physical evidence) and
at least one lady, who might have been an alien herself, had
some account of close encounters of the third kind (contact).
Alas, I did not stay long enough for the full story. I was
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test driving the most technologically advanced bakkie in
South Africa, the Volkswagen Amarok Double Cab 2.0
BiTDI Highline 4x2 and had to be up early in the morning.
By 6.30am the Amarok – which is a mythological wolf
in the dialect of the Inuit Indians of northern Canada and
Greenland – had already attracted a healthy crowd. Double
cab bakkies with a VW badge are certainly less familiar
than the odd UFO, I thought to myself. One farmer, who
emerged from a trusty familiar bakkie brand, wanted to
know how fast it goes, and I had to be honest. Not that fast
at only 182km/h, but then I assured him that the Amarok
would go faster than any other bakkie on gravel roads if
he’s crazy enough to try it. But then again, maybe not that
crazy. The Amarok’s safety package set standards that are
alien to its class. It has head and thorax airbags for both
driver and front passenger, a feature rare in this segment.
The active safety systems such as an Electronic
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THE ROUGH AND DRY
TERRAIN OF THE GREAT
KAROO PUTS THE AMAROK
THROUGH ITS PACES
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THE TRIED AND TRUSTED
VOLKSWAGEN TDI SYMBOL
INDICATING GREATER
ENGINE EFFICIENCY

Stabilisation Program, Electronic
Differential Locks, Anti-Slip
Regulation and Anti-Lock Braking
(ABS) can be set to Off-Road Mode
with the press of a button. In OffRoad Mode the ABS operates quite
differently from what we are used to
on tar where tyre-lock is a deﬁnite
no-no. Off-road the Amarok’s ABS
actually allows controlled tyre
lock to create the build-up gravel
in front of the tyres. This decreases
breaking distance. As they say, this
is German technology where you
need it most on a gravel road and
as far as I could establish this is the
only system of its kind in the world.
I politely exchanged some thoughts
on the technical wonders of the vehicle,
while numerous hardened Karoo
hands caressed some of the interior
features as I tried to make my way.
But just as I thought the last of the
comments about the ample interior
space would be my cue to take off, the
town’s know-it-all arrived in a terrainbattered Japanese single cab 4x4
bakkie from the era when TDI engines
were as new as electronic watches.
He greeted all but me and went about
telling everybody that this was indeed
the ﬁrst ever double cab Volkswagen
bakkie created in the entire universe.
I N D W E F E B R U A R Y 201 1
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THE AMORAK
HANDLES LIKE
A DREAM

This started an interesting debate.
Mister Know-it-all was soon reminded
of the VW Truck, the real ﬁrst double
cab ever made, which was apparently
called the Binz after a German coach
builder who converted the ﬁrst VW
single cab bakkie into a double cab
as early as 1952. My own research on
the website www.volksdoublecab.com
suggests that Binz was contracted by
Volkswagen in 1953 to make the double
cab bakkie directly for Volkswagen
and that the concept of turning a
Combi bus bakkie into a double cab
was so successful that Volkswagen
took the production in-house in 1958.
That settled the debate on what was
ﬁrst, but not what is the best. I have
driven them all, and the Amarok’s
handling on gravel is exceptional.
But I didn’t drive it with a full load as
farmers might do, but my impression
is still that it’s a workhorse that
can take strain. This is conﬁrmed
with the fact that 35 Amaroks were
used as back-up vehicles during
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the Dakar Rally in South America
without a single breakdown.
But for Karoo farmers the proof
will remain in the pudding. It will
only take a few individuals to take
the bold step to purchase an Amarok
and proclaim it the best bakkie he has
ever used. Only then will the dominos
fall. For me, having tackled more than
4,000km of the rugged roads of the
Karoo at high speed with the most
alien of ships to visit the districts, I
had not a single close encounter apart

from the reaction of one farmer when
I tried to explain to him that his 4x2
were built with ancient technology.
He calmed down when I pointed
out that the Bi-Turbo Diesel engine
delivers high torque at low engine
revs and is more fuel efﬁcient and
eco-friendly than any other engine
in this segment of the market –
including his beloved workhorse.
As things go in the Karoo,
prejudice against foreign visitors
might just crumble very soon.

FAST FACTS: VOLKSWAGEN AMAROK
Price

R342,400

Engine

2.0 L Bi-Turbo (4 cylinder, 16 valve)

Power (kW@r/min)

120kW

Torque

400NM @ 1,500RPM

Economy

8.3-litres per 100km & 195g/km

0-100:

10.8s

Top Speed:

182km/h

Fuel consumption:

7,9 l/100km (diesel)

Transmission:

6 speed manual
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History of Limpopo
The northern region of the old South African province of Transvaal was renamed Limpopo in 2003, after the province’s most significant
river. Limpopo is South Africa’s northern most province, and is famed for the Mapungubwe ruins where an advanced civilisation lived trading gold with India, China and Egypt before it was abandoned in the 14th Century.

Geography
Limpopo is bordered by the North West, Gauteng and Mpumalanga provinces, with international borders being shared with Botswana,
Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Made up primarily of savannah bushveld, the vegetation is a good mix of grasslands and trees which is ideal
vegetation for game reserves, of which there are 54 provincial reserves and many private reserves in contrast to the other provinces, even
though the summers are hot and humid, the winters are generally mild.

Arts & Culture
Aside from the prolific array of game reserves to visit, Polokwane (formerly known as Pietersburg) has many interesting artistic and cultural
points of interest. One such attraction is the Polokwane Art Museum, which carries a collection of 800 artworks by well-known artists
from Limpopo and around the country. Polokwane has more public sculptures than any other city in the Republic of South Africa.

Entertainment
When venturing around Polokwane, the popular Meropa Casino and Entertainment World is on the outskirts of the city. While the usual
clubs and pubs are on offer in urban areas, people usually travel to Limpopo to get away from conventional entertainment, preferring the
outdoor life. In addition, a variety of festivals take place throughout the year, such as the Kiwifruit Festival and the Limpopo Wine Show.

Sports & Outdoors
Quadbiking, fishing, mountain biking, hiking and game viewing are all very popular pastimers in Limpopo. Mountain biking is particularly well-liked, with the Garmin Rooberg Eco Ride, the Bela Bela Lion Man Mountain Bike Race and the Tour De Tuli Cycle Tour, all
being well-supported events.

Bon Appetit
With an array of holiday accommodation, excellent restaurants are found all over Limpopo. Due to the beauty of the area, the surroundings one dines in are as impressive as the meal. Casual meals are easy to find in the cities, with one famous local spot in Polokwane name
the Cock and Bull Restaurant.

Accommodation
Game reserve and holiday resort accommodation are
plentiful, with many B&B’s found in smaller towns.
There are quite a few hotel options in and around
Polokwane.

Did you know?
in South Africa, moonshine is made from fruit and is
known as mampoer - after the Pedi Chief Mampuru.
The mampoer from the Limpopo Province is made
from Marulas, which grow wild in this area.

For more information
Limpopo Tourism Parks
www.golimpopo.com
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South Africa prides itself on its natural splendour. We treasure our beautiful nature and protect it as a national treasure. Established in
1926, South Africa National Parks (SANParks) is one of the world’s leading conservation and scientific research bodies, and a leading
agent in maintaining the country’s indigenous natural environment.
The so-called northern cluster of South Africa’s National Parks - in the Limpopo province - feature savannah, thornveld, grasslands,
and mountains. Mapungubwe National Park, a Unesco World Heritage Site, and Marakele National Park, fall into this cluster.

Mapungubwe National Park
Mapungubwe National Park is rich in biodiversity, great scenic beauty and the cultural importance of the archeological treasures of
Mapungubwe.
From a hilltop on the northern edge of the park, visitors can view the confluence of the legendary Limpopo and Shashe Rivers, as
well as two neighbouring countries: Botswana and Zimbabwe.
The park encompasses the site where a developed African civilisation prospered between 1000 and 1290 AD. The area was already
inhabited by a growing Iron Age community from 900 AD, and became rich through trade with faraway places like Egypt, India
and China. This is the place where archeologists excavated the famous golden rhino and other evidence of a wealthy African
kingdom.
Sandstone formations, mopane woodlands, unique riverine forests and baobab trees add a distinct bushveld safari feel to this area.
Impressive Khoi/San rock art shelters have also been uncovered. Elephant, giraffe, white rhino, eland, gemsbok and numerous other
antelope species occur naturally in the area. Predators include lions, leopards and hyenas. Birds to tick off the list include the kori
bustard, tropical boubou and Pel’s fishing owl.

Marakele National Park
As its Tswana name suggests, the Marakele National Park in the heart of the Waterberg Mountains, has become a “place of
sanctuary” for an impressive variety of wildlife, due to its location in the transitional zone between the dry western and moist eastern
regions of South Africa. Contrasting majestic mountain landscapes, grass-clad hills and deep valleys characterise the park.
Rare finds of yellowwood, cedar trees, five-meter high cycads, and tree ferns are some of the plant species found here. All the large
game species from elephant and rhino to the big cats as well as an amazing variety of birds, including arguably the largest colony of
endangered Cape vultures (more than 800 breeding pairs) in the world have settled here.
While elephants had been previously reintroduced in the park, it was the release of the Tuli elephants in 1999 that captured
the imagination of the public and the media.
Marakele also has a high density of both white
and black rhino, and sightings are quite common,
particularly the more gregarious and diurnal white
rhinoceros.

For more information contact
Limpopo Tourism Parks
www.golimpopo.com
Mapungubwe National Park
+27 (0) 15 534 0102
Marakele National Park
+27 (0) 14 777 1745
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E XPA N D I N G
TH E
CI RCLE
LIKE A “GOOD VIRUS” DR MAMPHELA RAMPHELE’S COMMUNITY
HEALTH INITIATIVE SPREADS THROUGH THE EASTERN CAPE
WO RDS BY JUL IE CU N N I N G HA M

INNOVATIVE THINKING

is radically changing
the approach towards
community health in the
Eastern Cape. By re-thinking
leadership structures
communities are starting
to improve the way they
perceive their health. This
success has been brought
about by one of the founders
of the Black Consciousness
Movement in the 1960s
and now Managing Director
of the World Bank, Dr
Mamphela Ramphele.
Commissioned by the
Eastern Cape Health

Department to roll out
her “Walking Together for
Health” programme in four
of the province’s districts, Dr
Ramphele has achieved – in
her own words – an “amazing
shift in the community’s
approach, from people
who wait at the mercy of
government, to realising
that they can be agents of
their own development”.
As a medical doctor, a
community’s approach
to health structures has
always been important
to Dr Ramphele. With
her “Walking Together”

approach, she builds a
core team of community
members in a circle. The
members of the core circle
are trained, supported and
strengthened to become
agents of change in the
community. “The key thing
is… there is no hierarchy.
That is the problem with
our society today, we are so
status conscious and leader
conscious. But if you start
leading by leading your own
life, then you can become
a more effective leader in
the home, the workplace,
village and country.”

After envisioning the
possibilities, the circle
comes up with the shortterm and long-term
strategies needed to reach
the desired outcome for
the community. Everybody
takes responsibility for their
own lives and roles. “The
change really starts with
the decisions one makes for
one’s own life,” explains Dr
Ramphele. “If I decide this
is what must change, then
I’m going to have to make
the choices that will get me
there. I can’t sit at home and
drink all day; I can’t smoke
I N D W E F E B R U A R Y 201 1
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NATION BUILDER
Dr Mamphela Ramphele
has played a vital role in
shaping the South African
nation. Along with the late
Steve Biko she founded the
Black Consciousness
Movement in the 1960s.
After qualifying as a
medical doctor in 1972,
she established herself
as author, academic and
community builder. Since
democracy came to South
Africa she has become
Managing Director of the
World Bank, ViceChancellor of the University
of Cape Town and a director
of several major companies.
She received a Ph.D. in
Social Anthropology from
the University of Cape
Town, a Bachelor of
Commerce in
Administration, diplomas in
Tropical Health & Hygiene
and Public Health and
Honorary Doctorates from
the University of
Cambridge and the
University of Natal among
others. She created the
Letsema Circle, an advisory
company for improving
community health.
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DR RAMPHELE INSPIRES
COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THEIR OWN HEALTH

and be surprised when I
get cancer. We encourage
people to interrogate their
own choices. Unless there’s
hope, you cannot expect
people to make changes.
People need hope that they
can envisage and then they
will ﬁnd new purpose, which
inspires them to live. The
hope of change inspires
community members
to take responsibility
for their own health.”
Dr Ramphele’s health
model expands through
the community because
the core circle of the team
starts to grow. Then a
day of “collective action”

is held where the group
moves from identifying
problems to dreaming
about future possibilities.
“If you dream alone, the
odds are against you. That’s
why the core of this is a
‘Letsema’ (it’s a Northern
Sotho word meaning ‘to
call together others to
walk together with you’.)”
The Letsema model can
be replicated anywhere. “The
nice thing about a circle is
that it never stops, you just
make it bigger. Recently,
we were 200 people from
the villages around Mthata
– from teachers to young
people with no education

and no skills. It’s like a
good virus, it just spreads
from village to village.”
With the Letsema circle,
there is no exclusion based
on education, colour or
age, the community works
together to transfer skills
and share the land. “This is
the most wonderful thing,”
says Ramphele. “People
rediscover their own worth,
their dignity and a sense of
belonging; remembering that
they are custodians of a rich
heritage – even preceding
the struggle for freedom.
We are a resilient people as
South Africans and we must
rediscover our resilience.”
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[ADVERTORIAL]
[DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO]
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ollowing a competitive tender process, Lonrho plc has been
awarded the redevelopment and subsequent management
contract for the Grand Karavia Hotel in Lubumbashi by the
Government of the Democratic Republic Of Congo (DRC).

The Grand Karavia Hotel is currently the only large-scale accommodation
facility in Lubumbashi, the burgeoning centre of the copper and cobalt
industry in the DRC.

The Grand Hotel has been restored to International five-star standards
by Lonrho PLC with a total investment in excess of US$ 20 million,
Lonrho Hotel management services managed the refurbishment program
and continue to manage the day to day operations.
The Katanga province, of which Lubumbashi is the capital, is an
international attraction for companies such as Phelps Dodge, Anvil,
Nikanor, and First Quantum, who invested in excess of US$ 12 billion
in natural resource projects in this region.
David Lenigas, Executive Chairman of Lonrho, said “Lubumbashi is
experiencing significant economic growth as new copper and cobalt
projects are planned and come on line.” David also implied that the new
Grand Karavia Hotel is a fitting testament to the progress in the country
since the democratic elections, and an asset that the DRC Government
can be proud of.

The Grand Karavia Hotel is the business and leisure
centre of Lubumbashi (DRC) – a full service hotel to suit
discerning business travellers, diners, group meetings and
celebrations, or simply just “to be seen”.

The Grand Karavia Hotel is located in one of Lubumbashi’s most beautiful
suburbs, between a natural lake and a prestigious golf course. The hotel
with its landscaped gardens offers close to 200 rooms, including standard
and executive rooms, luxury suites, and a presidential suite.

Tel:
Web:

+243 (0)81 558 3058
www.grandkaraviahotel.com

Standard rooms are fitted with Queen-size beds, wireless internet
connection, tea or coffee making facilities, wall mounted LCD TV’s with
satellite channels and telephones.
Executive rooms include all standard room features and are located on a
dedicated floor with secure entrance and a 24-hour butler service.
In addition to the standard features, luxury suites have king-size beds,
butler service, separate living rooms, mini bars, and private dining areas.
The presidential suite has a North-facing open plan lounge and dining
area, separate study, guest cloakroom, guest en suite bedroom, master
bedroom, walk-in dressing room, and en suite bathroom.
The Grand Karavia Hotel was officially opened by His Excellence
President Joseph Kabila on June 15th 2010
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THE COEGA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE
(IDZ) IS POISED TO SECURE A NUMBER OF MAJOR
INVESTMENTS THIS YEAR. THE SOUTH AFRICAN
GOVERNMENT IS LIKELY TO MAKE A DECISION IN
THE FIRST QUARTER ON WHETHER TO PROCEED
WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF A R39-BILLION
OIL REFINERY IN THE ZONE, WHICH IS SOME 20
KILOMETRES FROM PORT ELIZABETH — THE MAJOR
CITY IN THE NELSON MANDELA BAY METROPOLE
68
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OFM gets you out of bed with the lively sounds of TimThabethe and The Breakfast Club
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DUBBED PROJECT MTHOMBO, the
proposed oil reﬁnery outside Port
Elizabeth has drawn support from
President Jacob Zuma not only
because it will reduce the country's
dependence on importing reﬁned fuel,
but also because of the 27,500 jobs it
is projected to create in an area where
unemployment is put at 35 per cent.
Construction of the reﬁnery,
which will be the biggest in Africa,
is expected to start next year, with
it coming on stream by 2015.
Add to that plans for a 2,400 MW
Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT)
gas-ﬁred power station in the IDZ and
a ferro-manganese smelter and 2011
could be a signiﬁcant year for the Zone,
which is one of four in South Africa.
The ﬁrst designated IDZ, Coega
has 15 investors operational across a
spectrum in the 11,000 hectare zone
including the automotive sector, agroprocessing, chemicals, manufacturing,
energy and logistics, CEO Pepi
Silinga stating: “We have not done
that badly, especially when we are
benchmarked against the other IDZs.”

Figures show that the value of
the investment now operational
is R817.7-million with 2,454 direct
and 25,863 indirect jobs created as a
result in addition to 2,551 during the
construction phase. In addition, ﬁve
investments worth R2.1-billion are
currently being implemented creating
810 direct and 3,357 indirect jobs.

R5.9-billion that will create 3,567
direct and 3,784 indirect jobs.
Once again the investments are
across a wide spectrum. Add to
that R117-billion in investment
that is at the feasibility stage.
Silinga points to the diversity
in the IDZ, saying that the Coega
Development Corporation (CDC)

IT WILL REDUCE DEPENDENCE
ON IMPORTING FUEL AND COULD
CREATE 27,500 JOBS
Some six projects by signed
investors were delayed as a
result of the economic recession
worth R9.8-billion that will,
when implemented, create 654
direct and 14,911 indirect jobs.
Investors in the pipeline with
whom negotiations are currently
underway, excluding the oil
reﬁnery, show that 13 companies are
considering investments totalling

jettisoned the notion of securing an
anchor tenant some time ago. That
has reaped rewards in terms of job
creation, especially in the ﬁeld of agroprocessing where just one company,
Cape Concentrates, employs 3,000
people in agriculture – growing and
harvesting tomatoes – in addition
to 180 in its plant in the IDZ.
Despite the loss of a planned
aluminium smelter as a result of
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the country’s energy crisis, Silinga
says that he is “fairly comfortable”
with the progress that has been
made to date “although there is
obviously room for improvement”.
He points to the fact that the CDC
and National Treasury are considering
a “tax holiday” for investors in the
IDZ saying that a “special investment
package” is needed and that a failure
to address this would “lead to lost
opportunities with respect to the
creation of jobs, further investment as
well as delays in the social upliftment
of surrounding communities.
“The collapse of entire projects
would have a negative impact on
investor conﬁdence, especially
in the Eastern Cape, as well as a
negative perception of state-led
investment initiatives,” he says.
The CDC and the Nelson
Mandela Bay Logistics Park that
is operated on a lease basis by
the CDC, do offer incentives to
investors in terms of providing
top structures for manufacturers,
but internationally similar zones
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offer tax incentives to investors and
often relax local laws as well.”
The absence of tax incentives, he
says, “has played a limiting factor in
terms of attracting investors and has
contributed to delayed projects”.

ABSENCE
OF TAX
INCENTIVES
HAS LIMITED
ATTRACTING
INVESTORS
Rail infrastructure also remains a
concern with the CDC anxious that the
line between the Northern Cape and
IDZ should be upgraded for the supply
of manganese to the Kalagadi smelter.
One major area of focus for the
CDC has been the motor industry –
Nelson Mandela Bay is regarded as
the “Detroit” of South Africa with
Volkswagen, General Motors and Ford

all having plants in the metropole.
General Motors unveiled a R250million parts centre at the end of last
year that will service sub-Saharan
Africa, while an investment by the
CDC in infrastructure in the Logistics
Park adjacent to Volkswagen saw
the company secure a substantial
export contract as a result of being
able to increase its local content.
The CDC is actively seeking further
investment in the automotive sector
and is negotiating with a number of
OEMs and component manufacturers.
Critical to Coega IDZ's success
has been the new deep-water Port of
Ngqura that was handling close to
47,000 TEUs within 12 months, of
which 72 per cent was transshipment
cargo between regional ports.
Transnet Port Terminals Terminal
Executive Manager for the Eastern
Cape region says, the ﬁgures to
date suggest that the strategy of
“positioning the port as a major
transshipment hub is working well”.
It is projected that next year the
capacity of the port will increase
to 1.1-million TEUs a year, while
expansions at Ngqura – already
Africa’s largest deep-water port –
could add another 1.3-million TEU
capacity by 2020 and an additional
5.4-million TEU capacity by 2030.
While focus will be on the cabinet
decision on whether to go ahead
with Project Mthombo the CDC does
not regard this as “make or break”.
Marketing and Communications
– Business Development Manager,
Senzeni Ndebele, stresses: “We are
not just banking on the oil reﬁnery,
we are focusing on investments
across various sectors”.
There is no question, however,
that the R39-billion investment
would be a boost to the Coega IDZ,
Nelson Mandela Bay and the Eastern
Cape, providing employment
opportunities in a province that is
among the poorest in the country.
Patrick Cull was political analyst for the
Avusa Publishing group for over 30 years
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ONE OF THE MOST DANGEROUS
ANIMALS ON THE AFRICAN
CONTINENT THE MALE HIPPO
AT LAKE KUNHLANGE
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PHOTOGRA P H Y BY R I CH A R D H OL MES

GETTING
KOSI UP
NORTH

IF THERE’S ONE THING RICHARD HOLMES
LEARNT FROM A FEW DOZEN SAFARI TRIPS,
IT’S THAT YOU DON’T – YOU SIMPLY DON’T
– TAKE CHANCES WITH HIPPOS
WITH HIS harem of females and a

handful of young ones to protect,
the territorial male we’d been
photographing gave us a warning
snort and promptly disappeared
into the waters of kuNhlange Lake.
Now ﬁnding yourself on a boat
a stone’s throw from a grumpy
hippopotamus is adventurous
enough, but not knowing the
whereabouts of said hippo? Well,
that’s just asking for trouble.
With discretion always the better
part of valour, Blessing – our guide
from Kosi Forest Lodge and boat
skipper of the “Silver Surfer” –
gunned the engines and left the hippos
to their underwater ruminations. The

day was heating up, the breezes were
just beginning to ripple the waters of
kuNhlange, and there was a lot to see
before the afternoon winds got going.
kuNhlange is the largest of the four
lakes that make up the breathtaking
Kosi Bay estuary. Saline at the mouth,
tannin-stained fresh water at the head,
this necklace of lakes drains into the
Indian Ocean just a few kilometres
south of the border with Mozambique.
Kosi Bay is easily the best preserved
of South Africa’s Indian Ocean
estuaries, and has been a national
park for over 60 years. In 1991 it was
designated a Ramsar site, marking
it as a wetland of global importance,
and in 1999 Kosi and the rest of

iSimangaliso Wetland Park joined
the list of UNESCO World Heritage
Sites; the ﬁrst in South Africa. And
it’s a ﬁtting spot for that accolade,
for the Kosi lakes have a rich
heritage to share with travellers.
The Tsonga people migrated to this
area from Mozambique over 700 years
ago. The Zulu nation had lived here
before them, but their prized cattle
suffered with the tsetse ﬂy. However,
the new arrivals were experts at living
off what the sea – not the land – had
to offer. They thrived, and today it’s
the friendly, albeit shy, Tsonga locals
that greet you with a wave and a smile
on the sandy tracks that lead you
from bush to beach and back again.
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the best way to see Cape Town
WE KNOW through
our worldwide
experience in in-ﬂight
media that there is no
better way to reach
your target than in the
captive, clutter free
environment of an
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If you put the right
publication in front
of them, and include
the right advertising
messages you are
going to stimulate
business. Fact.
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LEFT: TSONGA FISH TRAPS
ABOVE: A LOCAL WOMAN
CROSSES THE LAKE

The most alluring reminder
of the area’s ancient history is
the famous ﬁsh traps that have
formed a ﬁligree necklace across
the waters of maKhawulani and
kuMpungwini, the ﬁrst and second
lakes in the Kosi system, since
the Tsonga ﬁrst settled here.
“These ﬁsh traps are very clever,”
explains Blessing, as our boat idles
up alongside the wood and rafﬁa-rope
traps. “They are designed to only
catch the ﬁsh that have already bred
in the lakes upstream, and the gaps
between the poles allow the smaller
ﬁsh to escape to return another day.”
It’s an ingenious, but labourintensive design, for the traps need

constant maintenance and frequent
rebuilding. But I ask Blessing if
the lakes are being overﬁshed.
“The ownership of the ﬁsh traps
passes from father to son,” he says.
“And the number of traps in the
lakes is controlled by the wildlife
authorities to ensure that they don’t
catch too many of the White-spotted
Grunter, Kingﬁsh, Mullet and Natal
Stumpnose that breed here.”
Given that these traps have
ﬂung out their wooden arms
for centuries, it seems a perfect
example of nature nurturing
without being overexploited.
The continued abundance of ﬁsh
is certainly why the birding in and

around the lakes is nothing short
of superb. Kosi is perhaps most
famous for frequent sightings of the
endangered Palm-nut Vulture, but
fortunate twitchers will also ﬁnd
Pel’s Fishing Owl, Narina Trogon
and African Broadbill here.
Those star birds are scarce today,
but there’s a lot to distract us. Our
boat startles a ﬂock of pink ﬂamingos
into an inelegant ascent, ﬁshing terns
do their trademark kamikaze dive
into a shoal below, a White-breasted
Cormorant seems unperturbed while
drying its wings on the exposed struts
of a ﬁsh-trap, and a Goliath Heron
ﬂaps away lazily when we come too
close for his liking. Pied Kingﬁshers
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HAMMOCKS AT THE KOSI
FOREST LODGE ARE PERFECT
FOR AN AFTERNOON SNOOZE

hunt from the branches of the
mangrove forests; six species of these
remarkable trees are found in the
lakes, forming some of South Africa’s
most southerly mangrove forests.
To the north the water joins
the Indian Ocean at Kosi Mouth,
where you’ll ﬁnd snorkelling,
ﬁshing, and deserted beaches; a
popular day-out for holidaymakers.
But the wind is picking up, and
Blessing sets a course for home.

LANTERNS
LIGHT THE
SANDY PATHS
THROUGH
THE COASTAL
FOREST

KOSI FOREST LODGE'S
OPENAIR BATH
ROMANTICALLY LIT
WITH LANTERNS
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The area has long been popular with
overlanders and hardy camping-types,
but the past few years have seen a
surge in the accommodation options
available to travellers looking to
enjoy the rustic beauty of this corner
of the iSimangaliso Wetland Park.
One of the best options in the area
is Kosi Forest Lodge, situated right
on the border of the Park. The lodge
has a lived-in, low-key feel. It’s not
the sort of place you’d have to dress
for dinner. Likewise, the eight tented
suites offer all the comfort you could
ask for, but without too many frills.
Parafﬁn lamps are lit each evening,
when lanterns light the sandy
pathways that lead through tunnels
in the coastal forest. Creaky wooden
ﬂoors and chunky four-poster beds
add a dose of rustic romance, while
mosquito nets keep the bugs out and
wrap-around ﬂy screens do a passable
job of “air conditioning” your tent. The
outdoor bathroom is the real highlight,
with a shower and bath (gas-heated, of
course) under the boughs of the forest.
It’s not for everyone, but if you
don’t mind a little back-to-basics
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CANOE TRIPS ARE A GREAT
WAY TO GET CLOSE TO THE
FLORA AND FAUNA

roughing it you’ll be quite happy
here. If your ﬁrst question is where
to plug in your hairdryer, you
might ﬁnd it a bit challenging.
I, however, was as happy as could
be ensconced in the Adirondack chair
on my private deck. The horizon ends
a few metres away in the impenetrable
wall of forest, which makes each
tent wonderfully private with just
the chatter of birdsong for company.
Flappet Larks and Turacos replace
cellphones and hooters. A Wild
Jasmine unfurls its carpet of shade
across my deck and I have to drag
myself from an afternoon snooze. We
have a date with some crocodiles.
In the end, the crocs stood us up,
but they are certainly to be found in
the inky tannin-stained waters of the
fourth lake: named Amanzimnyama
or, literally, “black water”.
Canoe trips on the lake are a
highlight of a stay at Kosi Forest
Lodge, just one of the activities
included in the nightly rate. You can

80

either paddle yourself or let a guide
do the work, so we choose to sit back
and enjoy while our guide Jerome
keeps us on the straight and narrow.
In the forest alongside, a ﬂash of
red betrays the passing of a Purplecrested Turaco through the branches
of a massive Swamp Fig, its ﬁngers
trailing in the waters that feed the
estuary. Next to it, the ﬂowers of the
Waterberry tree are puffed up like
white cheerleaders’ pom-poms.
Towering above both are the forests
of Rafﬁa Palm that the area is famous
for. In its 30-year lifespan it’ll ﬂower
only once, producing up to 10,000
seeds on a single enormous ﬂower
stalk. Importantly, it’s these massive
palms – whose leaves are the largest
in the plant kingdom – that provide a
home for the rare Palm-nut Vultures.
The sun is dipping behind the palms
now though, so we stash the canoes
and wander back through the forests.
A short drive delivers us to the lodge
and the promise of sundowners.

After a shower (outdoors, and
by lamplight, of course), a trail of
ﬂickering lanterns lights the way to
dinner in a forest clearing. A bonﬁre
casts shadows into the corners and
rustles the boughs above. Our threecourse dinner is superb, again, and
I’m wondering whether I should
have taken the opportunity to burn
off some energy by paddling.
Too late, I think, but there’s always
tomorrow. Or is there? Is this our ﬁrst
night at Kosi Forest Lodge, or our
third, I wonder? In the ﬂicker of the
campﬁre it’s hard to tell one day from
the next. They simply blend into a
merry-go-round of lakes and beaches,
forests and birding and salt-prickled
skin warmed by the sunshine.
Out there in the darkness the waters
of Kosi rush through the channels,
but in this under-explored corner of
South Africa, there’s a very real sense
of time simply standing still.
www.isibindiafrica.co.za/kﬂ
+27 (0) 35 474 1473
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MINI’S BIGGEST vehicle ever has

arrived in South Africa. Four metres
long, four seats and four-wheel drive,
the four door Countryman was always
going to be the logical evolution from
the much loved Mini. Never mind that
the “three-door” Clubman actually
had ﬁve doors (if you consider the
two hinged doors on the tailgate)
and one that opened rearwards into
oncoming trafﬁc, and was a dismal
sales ﬂop Mini would rather we all
forget. Ahem…, the Countryman
also has ﬁve doors as far as I can
count, but excusing the arithmetic,
it’s actually far more compelling.
Mini admit that the Countryman
is a niche offering, speaking of
their loyal customers, getting on in
years, demanding more practicality.
They say the niche comes from an
existing customer need. So rather
than just putting it on sale and
hoping for the best, they seem quite
conﬁdent people want it. A tough
ask, when like Porsche and the 911,
your whole portfolio was built on
the strength of one, iconic model.
On the exterior, the Countryman
isn’t exactly what you’d call a looker.
It’s chubby, like it’s suffering the after
effects of an indulgent festive season.
Or is it one of those monsters from
Bubble Bobble? It has presence, sure,
depending on the eleven colours and
six wheel designs you specify. But you
need to get the mixture just right. If
you cock it up, and on the evidence of

MINI
MIGHTY

MINI’S NEW NICHE OFFERING – THE COUNTRYMAN
– IS A CHUBBY EVOLUTION FROM ITS BABY SISTER WORDS BY RAY LE ATHE R N
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THE COUNTRYMAN CAN
BE FITTED WITH
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
BELOW: THE MINI
CENTRE-RAIL

some I’ve seen… you can, then well,
you’ve only got yourself to blame.
The Countryman runs on bigger
alloys with increased ground
clearance and has 350/1,117-litres
boot space with the seats up or down.
As an option you can get “Mini
Connected,” a system that integrates
any smart phone (designed for the
iPhone) to the Countryman so you
can tweet, facebook and listen to web
radio while on the move. Good luck
explaining that to the police ofﬁcer.
But I have to say, it is a brilliant system

and the trendsetter in increased
mobile connectivity in vehicles. Mini
will also sell you a brilliant piece
of interior design called the “Mini
centre-rail”. Check it out; it’s one
of my favourite things on the car.
All the models, from the Cooper
Countryman (R287,500) to the
Cooper S Countryman (R345,000)
share the existing 1.6-litre and
turbo engines, and can be ﬁtted
with “All4,” four-wheel drive,
exactly the same as xDrive from
the BMW X1. We recommend the

All4 Cooper S Countryman with a
manual gearbox, the closest thing to
Mini’s new WRC entry in 2011, that
will set you back R393, 000.
I N D W E F E B R U A R Y 201 1
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THE MERCEDES-BENZ S350
BLUETEC IS THE MOST
EFFICIENT S-CLASS TO DATE

THE MERC “BLUE PRINT”
WITH ITS S350 BLUETEC, MERCEDES-BENZ HAS FOUND
A SOLUTION TO REDUCING CO2 EMISSIONS AMID SOUTH
AFRICA’S CATCH-22 CLEAN FUEL LABYRINTH WORDS BY RAY L E ATHE R N
Mercedes-Benz’s most efﬁcient, safest
and most hi-tech S-Class offering
ever, the S350 BlueTEC, is a ﬂurry
of improbable numbers. Get this:
3.0-litre V6 turbo diesel, 190kW and
620Nm, 172g/km CO² and 7.6-litres
per 100km consumption, 7.1 seconds
0-100kph and 250kph top speed.
The big Benz is EU6 emissions
compliant, even though that’s only
enforceable from 2014 onwards.
Amazing stuff I’m sure you’ll agree
considering the ridiculous merrygo-round dilemma of South African
government tax on carbon emissions,

a fuel infrastructure that’s unable to
support new, clean engine solutions,
and auto manufacturers that won’t
introduce said eco solutions until fuel
quality improves. Catch-22 anyone?
Mercedes-Benz have taken a big,
green, Germanic, felt-tip pen through
all of this indecision. BlueTEC,
ﬁrst of all, is a branch of Mercedes’
“BlueEfﬁciency” eco-conscious drive.
It’s a modular technology introduced
exclusively to Mercedes-Benz’s top
diesel models – in the form of a diesel
particulate ﬁlter “DPF” and “AdBlue”
noxious gas additive. I know that’s

a lot of blue this and green that, but
bear with me because it’s the AdBlue,
combined with the exclusive use of
50ppm, low sulphur diesel and the
DPF that pushes the latest S-Class
into EU6 compliance levels. Without
either, it would only be EU4.
AdBlue is an additive that gets
replenished from under the spare
wheel well of the S-Class that
circulates through the exhaust gas
system, post the catalytic converter
and eliminates almost all NOX gasses.
It’s an ingenious solution to our ever
present emissions problem and plots
I N D W E F E B R U A R Y 201 1
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ADBLUE HELPS TO
ELIMINATE NOX GASES

a “blue print,” excuse the pun, for a
way forward for future CO² reduction.
Mercedes-Benz explains that this
new additive is fully integrated and
the maintenance and replenishment
thereof is totally covered by the
Mobilodrive plan… as if S-Class

owners have ever serviced or
tinkered with their own vehicles.
If all this green and blue talk isn’t
for you, it’s still a great hulking piece
of luxurious Mercedes S-Class.
A car that’s been voted Synovate’s
number one luxury offering for

goodness knows how long now,
the most successful S-Class
model Mercedes-Benz has ever
sold… and only R30,000 dearer
than the S350 CDI it replaces.
The Mercedes-Benz S350 BlueTec
retails for R1,003,500.

Sunrise flights depart from Harrop's new, traditionally exquisite
and beautifully appointed Clubhouse Pavilion and Restaurant.
More space, more individual attention, more capacity and more
exclusive service.

Where dreams become truly cherished memories.

Bill Harrop’s “Original”
Balloon Safaris
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ADAPT AND
CONQUER
STATISTICALLY, JACQUES KALLIS IS THE GREATEST
ALL-ROUNDER TO HAVE EVER SET FOOT ON THE CRICKET PITCH.
AARON BORRILL SPOKE TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN STALWART
ABOUT HIS FUTURE PLANS, HIS SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
AND THIS YEAR'S WORLD CUP IN INDIA
OFTEN TAKEN for granted, we quickly

You’ve done really well opening the

Which teams pose the biggest

forget everything Jacques Kallis has
done for South African cricket; how he
has, on innumerable occasions, almost
single-handedly rescued the Proteas
from defeat. Jacques Henry Kallis or
'Jakes' as he is affectionately known, is
a consummate professional, incredibly
hard-working and committed.
This talisman is the rock of South
African cricket and has helped the
team forge its reputation as one of the
world's most feared and respected
cricketing nations. He is also the most
successful South African cricket
player of all time, having scored
over 11,000 runs and taken over 250
wickets in both forms of the game.
This puts him up with Sir Garﬁeld
Sobers, but what makes Kallis unique
is his consistency and his ability to
adjust his style to suit any situation.
Detractors have been hard on his
short comings with the bat, but
batting coach Duncan Fletcher, has
helped him to improve his strike
rate and ﬁne-tune his technique. At
35, he's not a youngster anymore,
but he's adamant there's plenty of
game in him yet and after recently
scoring that elusive double-ton,
the only challenge that remains,
is winning the World Cup.

batting for the Royal Challengers

threat to South Africa?

Bangalore in the IPL (Indian Premier

That’s a difﬁcult question because
any team can win on the day. If I had
to choose three realistic threats I’d
say England, Australia and India.

League). Is this a strategy we'll
see employed by South Africa
during this year’s World Cup?

Jacques Kallis: Certainly, one of
the options is for me to open the
batting. I enjoy it, but my objective
is to bat in a position that can assist
the team to win the World Cup. I
also think that Graeme Smith and
Hashim Amla are doing a superb
job and the line up is looking solid
and settled at the moment.

This will arguably be your last
World Cup. You played your ﬁrst
one in 1996 on the subcontinent.

Yip, back to those low and slow
wickets. Hopefully the experience I
have gained throughout my career
can help us win the tournament.
What goals do you set

What is the team morale like

yourself every season?

ahead of the World Cup.

To do my best at every opportunity.
Recent goals have been to improve
my batting by creating new shots.
What is your most memorable
achievement?

I think the Test series win in
Australia is something that will
stay with me for a very long time.

What do you think our chances

What do you consider your best

are of winning the World Cup?

World Cup performance?

We have a great chance of winning
it and we are determined to give
it our best shot. Hopefully the
luck will go with us this time.

The game against Sri Lanka
during the World Cup in England
in 1999. We made 199 runs and
bowled Sri Lanka out for 110.
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We have a really good blend of senior
and junior players in the squad and
despite what Herschelle (Gibbs) might
think, our morale is really good.
(Herschelle Gibbs mentions in his
book, To the Point, that there is a senior
clique of players within the squad
that often undermine authority).
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You are actively involved with Wynberg

The Wynberg cricket oval was recently

Boys’ High School. You’re also an Old

renamed the Jacques Kallis Cricket

Boys committee member. Do you plan on

Oval. That must be very special.

working with the school once you retire?

Very much so. The school was very
good to me and it makes me proud that
the oval has been named after me.

I have the Jacques Kallis Scholarship
Foundation, which assists kids in,
ﬁrstly, getting a good education and,
secondly, helping them develop
their cricket. Wynberg has been
very good to me and I would like
to think I have given something
back. The JKSF is a countrywide
initiative; other schools involved are
Maritzburg College, Selborne College
and Pretoria Boys' High School. The
kids are doing well and hopefully
what I have established has helped
them to grow up a better person.

genius and knows what to do to
continually help me improve.
Is the “chokers” tag something the
players talk about? Will the squad
put that at the back of their minds
going into the tournament.

Do you think the IPL has given you
an advantage over other players
going into the World Cup?

Certainly. It has given some players
exposure to the conditions and that
sort of experience is like gold.

The media makes more of it
than the players; we just take
every game as it comes.
The last two World Cups haven’t
been very good ones for the
Proteas. How does the team plan on

Have the Indian tracks improved

making this one, their best yet?

from previous years?

We are well prepared and ready to
give it our all. There are times when
you need some luck and hopefully
it will go our way for a change.

Some of them have improved but
they’re usually low and ﬂat.

How important is a school in developing

What is your favourite

talent. Did Wynberg Boys’ High School

Indian cricket ground?

Do you feel that Twenty20 cricket has

play a role in developing who you have

Eden Gardens and Bangalore.

changed the way you play the game,
particularly ODI and test cricket?

become as both a player and person?

It is very important because the
grounding that you learn at school is
critical to how you behave afterwards.

You probably know the
conditions pretty well now?

Exactly. I have been to India on many
tours and know what to expect.

How are things going with the Jacques

Do you feel it’s helped your game?

Kallis Scholarship Foundation.

During your career you have been

Things are great. I wish I had more
time to spend with the kids; our
playing schedule is so busy. I am
proud of each one of them and watch
their progress and reports like a hawk.

criticised for your slow scoring rate,

How many boys are you sponsoring?

I'm sponsoring twenty
students at R45,000 each.

Maybe. It’s a format that has quickened
the pace of the game and as it evolves,
we as cricketers need to evolve with it.

Yes, very much.

but recent statistics show a drastic

Who is the best and most crafty

improvement. You hold the world record

bowler you’ve ever faced?

for the fastest test ﬁfty and recently

Wasim Akram

you’ve achieved your fastest test
hundred. What has forced the change?

And the quickest?

I think my game has had to
improve over the years. Duncan
Fletcher, my batting coach, is a

Shoaib Akhtar
You were left out of the 2007
Twenty20 World Cup squad. How
did that affect you as a player?

PHOTO GETTY

It didn't affect me.

THERE ARE TIMES WHEN YOU
NEED SOME LUCK AND HOPEFULLY
IT WILL GO OUR WAY
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What is your favourite

Your action has changed slightly, too.

form of the game?

You are delivering the ball more front on.

Test cricket.

How is the ball coming out these days?

Do you think Twenty20 cricket

There is less stress on my body with
this action and it's working well.

dominant. Are you hoping to take
that with you into the World Cup.

Deﬁnitely, but one has to play
according to the situation
of each game, too.
Would you say that you are more of

Do you still enjoy bowling?

I love to contribute to all aspects of the
game. I can’t imagine standing in the
ﬁeld all day without bowling. I'd have
to listen to Bouch (Mark Boucher) all
day and that is hard work. (Laughs)

92

After International cricket do you
think you’ll go the IPL route?

I would love to play IPL
cricket for as long as I can.
You ﬁnally secured that elusive

Are you going to stop bowling to focus

double-hundred. How does it feel?

on batting to prolong your career?

It wasn't something that really
bothered me before, but I'm
relieved to have got it.
The 2011 Cricket World Cup takes
place from 19 February – 2 April.
Visit www.icc-cricket.yahoo.net

No, I still want to bowl. Maybe I'll start
bowling off spinners soon. (Laughs)

a batting all-rounder these days?

No, my body feels good and I feel I can
contribute to all facets of the game.

achieve before you retire?

How much fuel is left in the tank.
How long until you call it a day?

PHOTO GETTY

Your batting style has become very

What more do you want to

To win the World Cup.

may kill the 50 over format?

I’m not entirely sure, but many
people seem to think so.

Plenty. I need to manage myself
better but I am still keen to play.
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[ D E S T I NAT I O N ]

LUBUMBASHI

LUBUMBASHI

RICHE EN RESSOURCES MINÉRALES, LUBUMBASHI A TIRÉ UN TRAIT
SUR SON PASSÉ HOULEUX ET EST EN TÊTE DE LA MARCHE DE LA RDC
VERS LA STABILITÉ ÉCONOMIQUE ET POLITIQUE.

bâti sa fortune sur l’un des
plus riches gisements
mondiaux de cuivre,
également à l’origine de
son rôle central dans tant
de conﬂits motivés par la
cupidité depuis l’époque
où le pays était une colonie
belge. La deuxième ville de
RDC veut oublier ce passé
agité alors que les revenus
augmentent dans ce centre
commercial et industriel près
de la frontière zambienne.
Un optimisme croissant a
lancé des projets comme cet

hôtel de luxe inauguré
cette année tandis que la
rénovation des deux aéroports
et du centre ville (deux
cathédrales et des bâtiments
coloniaux), est en cours.
Après avoir marchandé
au Grand Marché près de la
gare, les visiteurs peuvent
aller jouer au golf dans une
des banlieues cossues ou
se promener sur les berges
du lac Kipopo. Le zoo de
Lubumbashi possède une
petite sélection de la faune
africaine et de nombreux
employés sont issus de

EN
CHIFFRES :
JOHANNESBURG

l’Université de Lubumbashi,
plus grande institution du
tertiaire du pays. Le musée
de l’avenue du Musée est
réputé pour sa collection
de vestiges historiques et
archéologiques.
Informations : Ofﬁce national du
tourisme, tél. : +(243) 12 30070

Presque un
huitième du
minerai de
tantale de
la planète,
utilisé, entre
autre, pour
l’électronique,
est extrait dans
une poignée de
pays d’Afrique
centrale, dont
la RDC. Grâce
à sa richesse
en minerais, le
pays produit
près de 5 % de
l’étain mondial.
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EXPOSITION DES
ARTÉFACTS
CONGOLAIS AU
MUSÉE NATIONAL
DE KINSHASA

KINSHASA

KINSHASA

UNE MINE DE RICHESSES CULTURELLES ET NATURELLES DONNE VIE À
CETTE VILLE ANIMÉE, LA TROISIÈME PLUS GRANDE DU CONTINENT.
LUBUMBASHI

PHOTO REUTERS

CAPITALE d’une nation

98

réputée difﬁcile pour les
hommes d’affaires, Kinshasa
relève le déﬁ avec son
pragmatisme et une
hospitalité chaleureuse. La
popularité de cette vaste et
chaotique ville comme point
de passage obligé pour les
visiteurs du continent est
renforcée par sa riche
tradition musicale et une
ambiance toute africaine.
Le Congo qui l’arrose est
à l’origine du choix de ce site
comme comptoir commercial
en 1881. C’est aussi l’une
des raisons de sa prospérité
actuelle de ville portuaire,

avec son importance comme
carrefour pour les transports
aérien et ferroviaire.
Autour du centre d’affaires
et de zones résidentielles
cossues, sont disséminés
centres commerciaux,
restaurants et bars animés. Le
jour, le visiteur marchandera
des tissus locaux au marché
central, découvrira le musée
national et fera des
excursions dans la luxuriante
forêt équatoriale autour du
lac Ma Vallée ou des chutes
de Zongo. Le soir, il se dirigera
vers le quartier des boîtes de
Matonge pour danser le
soukous ou bien admirer une

RAPPEL :

JOHANNESBURG

expo à l’Académie des
Beaux-Arts. L’extérieur du
Stade des Martyrs vaut le
coup d’œil, mais le mieux
est d’assister à un match
de l’équipe nationale.
Informations : Ofﬁce national de
tourisme, tél. : +(243) 12 30070.

en 1974,
Kinshasa
accueille le
combat de boxe
« Rumble in the
Jungle » entre
George Foreman
et Mohamed Ali.
Ce dernier bat
Foreman et
reprend ainsi
le titre de
Champion du
Monde Poids
Lourds.
L’événement
fait toujours
l’objet de livres
et de ﬁlms.
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AU DÉBUT de cette année, Nico

Dekker, PDG des tout nouveaux
Cape Town Film Studios, s’est trouvé
dans l’embarras. Les studios qu’il
dirige venaient juste de décrocher le
contrat pour le tournage du nouveau
ﬁlm Judge Dredd, un projet attendu
avec impatience. Cela aurait été une
excellente nouvelle si la construction
des studios avait été achevée.
« Déﬁ énorme, l’achèvement des
studios pour que le tournage puisse

100

commencer a été une véritable course
contre la montre, dit Dekker. J’étais
vraiment inquiet parce qu’il était
difﬁcile de contrôler la production
d’une part et la construction de l'autre.
Mais nous avons travaillé d’arrachepied jour et nuit et en ﬁn de compte,
mis à part un peu de peinture et des
ﬁnitions, l’essentiel du bâtiment était
prêt pour le début du tournage. »
Pour Dekker et son équipe, l’échec
n’était pas envisageable, étant donné

les énormes avantages inhérents au
projet Judge Dredd. Baptisé Dredd,
ce sera le premier ﬁlm d’action en 3D
jamais ﬁlmé en Afrique du Sud. Il
marque l’avènement du pays comme
acteur majeur dans le domaine de la
production de ﬁlms haute technologie.
« Tout le monde se plaignait du
trou qui existait dans notre secteur
d’activité du fait de l’absence de
studios haut de gamme permanents,
dit Dekker. Jusqu’à présent, l’Afrique
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LE SOURIRE AUX LÈVRES, NICO DEKKER, PDG
DES CAPE TOWN FILM STUDIOS, DANS L'UN DES
TOUT NOUVEAUX STUDIOS OÙ ON EST EN TRAIN DE
TOURNER LE PREMIER FILM D'ACTION EN 3D.

du Sud brillait dans le tournage de
ﬁlms en extérieur et on se contentait
d’entrepôts aménagés pour les
scènes d’intérieur. Désormais,
nous attirons des clients différents,
avec une réalisation faisant appel
à des technologies de pointe, et
qui restent plus longtemps dans
notre pays. Tout le ﬁlm est tourné
ici – on construit les décors et on
utilise les paysages sublimes en
extérieurs. Grâce à ces studios,
Le Cap pourrait bien devenir le
Hollywood de l’Afrique. La production
de Judge Dredd est une avancée
majeure pour le secteur du cinéma
sud-africain car les producteurs
auraient pu choisir n'importe
quel autre endroit – Amérique,
Grande-Bretagne ou Australie –
mais ils nous ont choisis nous. »
Alors pourquoi l’équipe de Dredd
a-t-elle choisi Mother City pour y
tourner son blockbuster ? L'argent a
certainement joué un rôle, comme le
note Andrew McDonald de DNA
Films, la société de production à
l’origine de Dredd : « Le moindre coût
du tournage en Afrique du Sud et les
nouveaux studios high tech du Cap
nous offraient la combinaison parfaite. »
Dekker ajoute : « Dredd a un budget
de 35 millions de dollars, mais si le
tournage avait eu lieu aux États-Unis,
il aurait sans doute coûté 100 millions.
La main-d’œuvre est abordable ici
ce qui nous rend compétitifs. Nous
adoptons aussi une approche plus
complète de la production. Ainsi,
nous avons fait des efforts pour
nous adapter aux besoins du ﬁlm.
Nous avons, par exemple, créé une
salle de projection 3D de 35 places,
la première dans notre pays, aﬁn de
pouvoir visionner les rushs du jour
et de faire une première sélection. »
La construction de cette salle de
projection 3D de classe mondiale
n’est qu’un exemple de la manière
dont l’équipe locale a pu améliorer
ses connaissances en matière de
cinéma, transfert de compétences
qui a eu lieu pendant le tournage.
I N D W E F É V R I E R 201 1
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LES NOUVEAUX STUDIOS DE
CAPE TOWN SONT SITUÉS PRÈS
DE BADEN POWELL DRIVE, NON
LOIN DE SOMERSET WEST.

« Nous avons quelque 400
personnes sur ce ﬁlm et la majorité
sont sud-africaines, explique Dekker.
En tant que Sud-Africains, nous
bénéﬁcions du transfert de technologie
parce que, pour la première fois, nous
recevons une formation pratique
prodiguée par des gens talentueux.
Le directeur de la photographie est
Anthony Dod Mantle oscarisé pour
Slumdog Millionaire. La société de
production DNA, qui a à son actif Le
Dernier roi d’Écosse, Trainspotting
et La plage, a fait venir ses meilleurs
spécialistes. Chaque département,
décors, maquillage, effets spéciaux,
en bénéﬁcie énormément. La
technologie 3D est très différente
et nos gars apprennent beaucoup.
C’est exigeant mais fascinant. »
Si les avantages de la venue de

grosses productions en Afrique du
Sud sont plus qu'évidents (Dekker
prévoit que Dredd rapportera
jusqu'à 250 millions R à l’économie
du Cap), l’ouverture des Cape Town
Film Studios pourrait aussi avoir un
impact majeur pour les réalisateurs
locaux. Dekker espère également que
ses studios deviendront un centre
d’informations
sur le cinéma
qui stimulera
le secteur du
cinéma local,
baptisé
« Sollywood ».
« Je crois que
ces studios
deviendront
un point de
rencontre crucial
I N D W E F É V R I E R 201 1
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PROJECTEU
LES DÉCORS SONT SPECTACULAIRES
ET LE FILM SERA PLUS SOMBRE ET
PLUS FORT EN ÉMOTIONS.

pour les cinéastes sud-africains et
internationaux, poursuit-il. C’est une
base permanente qui ne disparaîtra
pas. Elle pourrait devenir une porte
d’entrée dans notre pays. Elle aura un
impact sur toutes les provinces car
nous pouvons établir des partenariats
dans tout le pays. Les studios peuvent
devenir une base de référence qui
pourrait indiquer, par exemple, où
faire un ﬁlm dans une réserve
animalière ou le meilleur endroit
pour tourner à Johannesbourg. »
Pour que le rêve de Dekker se
matérialise, il faudra attirer d’autres
productions internationales au Cap

SUR LES ST

RS

UDIOS

DU CAP

et cela signiﬁe amener Judge Dredd à
bon port au cours des prochains mois.
« S'ils sont contents, ça nous ouvrira
des portes, dit-il. Dredd est en milieu
de gamme. En nous positionnant
comme un lieu de production high
tech, nous pourrons séduire les poids
lourds du secteur, les très gros studios
de Los Angeles. Ce ﬁlm fait l’objet de
beaucoup d’attention, parce que les
coûts de production ont augmenté. En
prouvant que nous pouvons faire un
ﬁlm pour une fraction du prix, ils
viendront ici. Nous avons travaillé
dur et nous ferons tout pour que les
studios du Cap soient un succès. »

PHOTO ALLSTAR

QUI EST JUDGE DREDD ?
Judge Dredd, policier brutal à la fois juge, jury et
bourreau dans la métropole futuriste Mega-City
One, est la création des auteurs Peter Harris et John
Wagner et du dessinateur Carlos Ezquerra. Il est né
dans la série de bande dessinée 2000AD dans les
années 70. Il est connu pour son mauvais caractère,
son pistolet et le fait qu’il ne retire jamais son casque.
Le personnage a fait irruption sur le grand
écran dans Judge Dredd, ﬁlm de 1995 réalisé par
Danny Cannon, avec Sylvester Stallone dans le
rôle principal. Le ﬁlm fut assassiné par la critique
et les fans déçus de voir Dredd se balader sans
son casque pendant une bonne partie du ﬁlm et
faire ami-ami avec son collègue, Judge Hershey.
Dredd, qui sortira en 2012, verra l’acteur
néo-zélandais Karl Urban assumer le rôle titre
et est réalisé par Pete Travis. Selon Dekker, le
ﬁlm devrait plaire aux fans qui retrouveront le
Judge Dredd ﬁdèle à l’esprit de 2000AD.
« Les décors sont spectaculaires et le ﬁlm devrait
bien mieux répondre aux attentes que le dernier,
dit-il. Il sera plus sombre et plus fort en émotions. »
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LE CAP EN BONNE FORME
MARK VISSER, MEMBRE DE LA CAPE TOWN
FILM COMMISSION EXPLIQUE POURQUOI LA
VILLE EST UN LIEU DE TOURNAGE IDÉAL.
Quelle est l’importance de
ces studios au Cap pour le
développement du secteur
du cinéma sud-africain?
Le Cap manquait de studios en
général. Ces studios vont accroître la
capacité de production globale du Cap
et de toute l’Afrique du Sud. Ils seront
aussi un catalyseur pour la création
d’emplois et le recrutement sur
place et attireront des investisseurs
nationaux et internationaux.
La production des ﬁlms au
Cap a-t-elle augmenté depuis
l’inauguration des studios ?
Il n’y a pas encore de chiffres
conﬁrmés, mais on peut dire
que la saison a vraiment bien
démarré, avec notamment la
production du ﬁlm Dredd déjà
en place et plusieurs productions
prévues pour l’an prochain.

La Coupe du monde a-t-elle
aidé à vendre Le Cap en tant
que lieu de tournage ?
Avec la Coupe du monde, le pays a
dû se mettre au niveau des normes
internationales de diffusion pour
accueillir les médias internationaux.
Plusieurs projets internationaux
en sont le résultat direct.
À part les studios, pourquoi
le Cap est-il si couru pour
le tournage de ﬁlms ?
Le ministère du Commerce et de
l’Industrie a encouragé les réalisateurs
locaux et internationaux qui
collaborent avec des partenaires
sud-africains. Cape Town dispose
d’une main-d’œuvre professionnelle.
Enﬁn, nous avons des infrastructures
ultramodernes ainsi que des hôtels de
premier ordre pour les équipes
internationales séjournant ici.

LES STUDIOS EN BREF
Fruit de cinq ans de labeur, les Cape Town Film Studios sont le
premier complexe de type hollywoodien du pays. Ils sont situés
près de Baden Powell Drive, non loin de Somerset West.
Les studios, d’un coût d’environ 450 millions de rands sont la
propriété de Videovision Entertainment d'Anant Singh et de Sabido
Investments de Marcel Golding.
Les locaux de production occupent
17 000 m2, dont quatre scènes d’enregistrement du son,
quatre bureaux de production et un gros atelier.
Le terrain occupé par les CTFS était terre agricole. Le
complexe couvrira 100 ha, soit la moitié de la superﬁcie
totale. Le reste, surtout des marécages, sera réhabilité.
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Experience our

Kalahari magic

and we’ll share your expenses*
Chill-out and spend two nights or more in one of our
really cool (air-conditioned) luxury, thatched,
self-catering chalets or at our caravan & camping sites
from now until the end of March 2011 and
we’ll give you an extra night free.*
No trip to the Kalahari would be complete without
experiencing the famous Roaring Sands of the Witsand Kalahari
Nature Reserve. These flowing white dunes are uniquely cradled
by the contrasting red Kalahari sand.
• Bird-hide (over 150 species) • Information Centre • Kiosk •
• Swimming Pools • 3.2 km Botanical Meander •
• Dune Boarding • 4x4 Routes • Conference Facilities •

*Find qualifying details for your freebie, how to get to Witsand and
a whole lot more useful info (such as prices) on our website
www.witsandkalahari.co.za

KALAHARI
N AT U R E R E S E R V E
Enquiries and Reservations:
Tel/Fax +27 (0)53 313 1061/2
Mobile +27 (0)83 234 7573
Fax +27 (0)53 313 4900
Email: witsandkalahari@telkomsa.net

www.witsandkalahari.co.za
photos Gerald Gower & Steve Newbould
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Premier Lounge
Cape Town International Airport

OR Tambo International Airport

East London International Airport

While waiting for your flight, relax in comfort and avoid
the crowds • Enjoy light meals, snacks and drinks
Freshen up with a shower • Utilise business facilities •
Smoking rooms available
Premier Lounges Available in OR Tambo International, Cape Town International,
King Shaka International, Port Elizabeth, East London and George airports.

Durban International Airport

All are welcome
www.comfortguaranteed.co.za
Terms and conditions apply
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L’excellence du service
Notre vision

NOS VALEURS FONDAMENTALES

Congo Express ambitionne de devenir la meilleure
compagnie aérienne régionale, en oﬀrant un service
de qualité supérieure à nos passagers tout en veillant
à optimiser nos proﬁts.

Priorité à la sécurité
Adhésion rigoureuse aux standards
nationaux et internationaux de sécurité
pour assurer un transport aérien à la
fois sûr et confortable.

Un service d’exception
Notre ﬁerté est de pouvoir oﬀrir un service incomparable. Grâce au niveau élevé de la formation de nos
équipes de cabine et de notre personnel au sol, nous
nous engageons à fournir un service d’excellence.

individuelle au sein du groupe.
Promotion également de la réussite
comme partie intégrante de notre
entreprise.

Responsabilité et intégrité
Le service individuel
Répondre – aller au-delà même – des
attentes des clients et des employés
par la mise en place de standards
élevés de services attentionnés,
privilégiant l’excellence. Notre
communication interne et externe
doit reﬂéter notre oﬀre de service
dans une totale transparence.

À bord, nous oﬀrons un concept exclusif de repas, avec
des menus variés de grande qualité, respectant un
équilibre alimentaire, sans oublier la présentation,
le goût et l’apport nutritionnel. Sur certains vols et sans
supplément de prix, les passagers peuvent aussi savourer un verre de vin ou une boisson de notre service bar.

Pour votre sécurité
et voler en toute
tranquillité, il est
conseillé de respecter
ces consignes de base.

Un souci constant de
performance
Mise en place d’une stratégie bien déﬁnie et d’objectifs distincts clairement
énoncés, en accord avec nos prévisions

Développement en interne
Formation proactive et développement
ciblé sur les exigences et les déﬁs de
nos métiers ainsi que sur la progression

La pérennité de notre activité
repose sur la prise de responsabilité
sociétale à tous les stades, avec un
engagement sans réserve vis-à-vis des
standards professionnels et éthiques
les plus stricts.

Passion
Le travail est eﬀectué avec
enthousiasme et le désir d’accomplir
ses tâches de façon performante, en
privilégiant l’action. La passion se
manifeste par un vif intérêt voire un
sens de l’admiration pour l’esprit de
la compagnie « Express way ». La
réussite, un principe central dans la
gestion de nos rapports professionnels,
est récompensée, reconnue et gloriﬁée
dans une atmosphère où priment la
joie et la satisfaction.

Informations relatives à la sécurité
Santé
Dans certains aéroports, les
régulations en matière de santé
publique exigent que la cabine
de l’avion soit désinfectée par
pulvérisation. Celle-ci ne comporte
aucun danger, mais si vous êtes
susceptible d’être aﬀecté par la
vaporisation, couvrez votre nez et
votre bouche avec un mouchoir.

Restez assis
Pour leur sécurité, il est demandé
aux passagers de bien vouloir
rester assis en gardant leur
ceinture de sécurité attachée après
l’atterrissage de l’avion, jusqu’à

l’extinction du témoin lumineux
par le commandant de bord.

Équipements
électroniques
Les passagers sont priés de
ne pas utiliser d’équipements
électroniques à bord de l’appareil
aﬁn d’éviter toute interférence
avec les systèmes de navigation
de l’avion. Les stimulateurs
cardiaques, les appareils auditifs,
les horloges, les montres
digitales, les minuteries et les
équipements médicaux agréés
pour le transport aérien sont
toutefois autorisés.

Téléphones portables
L’utilisation des téléphones
portables est autorisée lorsque
l’avion est au sol et que les portes
de l’appareil sont ouvertes. Mais
dès la fermeture des portes et à la
demande du personnel de cabine,
les téléphones mobiles doivent
être éteints.

Ordinateurs portables
Les ordinateurs portables
(à l’exception des lecteurs de CDROM), les calculettes électroniques,
les rasoirs électriques et les
appareils d’écoute portables sont
prohibés lorsque l’avion roule au

sol, mais ils sont autorisés pendant
la totalité du vol dès l’extinction du
signal de la ceinture de sécurité.
Dans certaines circonstances
toutefois, le personnel de bord peut
suspendre cette autorisation.

Équipements interdits
Les appareils suivants sont interdits
à bord : imprimantes portables,
pointeurs laser, magnétoscopes,
récepteurs satellite CB/AM/FM/
FHF, récepteurs-émetteurs radios,
lecteurs de disques compact et
de mini disques, scanners,
jouets avec télécommande et
convertisseurs d’énergie.

Grâce à un personnel bien formé
et au programme de ﬁdélité, nous
faisons tout pour vous satisfaire.
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We ﬂy for you
About us
SA Express is a domestic and regional, passenger
and cargo carrier established on 24 April 1994. SA
Express has since become one of the fastest-growing
regional airlines in Africa.
As a regional airline with route networks covering
major local and regional cities, SA Express plays a
signiﬁcant role in the country’s hospitality, travel
and tourism industry and is a vital contributor to the
continent’s socio-economic development.
The airline’s head oﬃce is based at OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg. SA Express has a
growing ﬂeet of 23 aircraft and implements technical
maintenance for all its ﬂeet types there.

SA Express vision
SA Express aims to become the most successful
regional airline, providing the best service to our
customers while optimising proﬁt.

SPECIAL SERVICES
Special meals

Skycheck

Passengers with special dietary
requirements are provided for through
the following special meals: kosher,
halal, Muslim, Hindu, low-fat and vegetarian meals. Orders for special meals
should be placed at the time of making
ﬂight reservations. The airline requires
a minimum of 48 hours’ notice prior
to departure in order to assist with
conﬁrmation of requests.

This is the airline’s special handluggage facility that assists with
in-ﬂight comfort, speedy boarding and
disembarking. When boarding one of
our ﬂights, simply place any hand luggage that will not be required during
the ﬂight on to the Skycheck cart at
the boarding steps of the aircraft. Your
hand luggage will be waiting for you as
you disembark from the aircraft at your
destination.

Passengers requiring special attention
Requirements for unaccompanied
minors (passengers under the age
of 12 years) or passengers requiring
wheelchairs should be stated at the
time of making the reservation. Owing
to the size of the cabins on our aircraft
types, the airline is not in a position to
carry stretcher passengers
or incubators.

Cabin baggage
SA Express will accept one piece of
cabin baggage not exceeding a total
dimension of 115cm and 7kg in weight.
For safety reasons, cabin baggage
must ﬁt into approved stowage spaces:
either the overhead luggage bin or under the seat. Owing to limited storage
space in the aircraft cabin, cabin baggage may be placed in the Skycheck at
the aircraft for hold stowage.

Baggage liability
Valuable items such as cameras and
accessories, computers – including
laptops and notebooks – mobile
telephones, perfumes, aftershaves, colognes, legal and company documents
and legal tender – including cash,
credit cards and cheques – bullion,
leather jackets, all types of jewellery
and any other items with a value in
excess of R400 must be removed from
either checked-in or Skycheck baggage
as the airline is not liable for loss or
damage to these items.
Veriﬁed baggage claims are settled on
the basis adopted by IATA (International Airlines Transport Association): payment of US$20 per 1kg of
checked-in luggage, to a maximum of
20kg ($400).

SA Express aims to give all
passengers maximum service
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Vision & values
SA Express acknowledges that its employees are its most important asset.
To this eﬀect, the company encourages
interaction and sharing of company
vision, information and goals at all
levels. The airline also prides itself on
its commitment to the creation of a
culture of transparency, integrity and
teamwork that celebrates the contributions of its diverse workforce.

We Fly For You
SA Express Airways prides itself on
aiming to oﬀer incomparable service
standards. In addition to building
on our motto to express excellence
and consistently striving to provide
the best service, we know that “you”
is the most important word in our
airline. SA Express proudly launched
its new brand on 2 December 2009
at OR Tambo International Airport.
The new brand is set to ensure that
it’s distinctive and positioned to build
awareness and aﬃnity in the domestic
and regional markets.

in line with the symbol and colours of
the national ﬂag, encouraging national
pride. The new brand will be applied to
all brand touch-points throughout the
operation as well as the staﬀ uniform.

CORE VALUES
Safety ﬁrst
Rigorous adherence to national and international
standards to ensure safe and comfortable air travel.

Awards
SA Express has won the AFRAA
Regional Airline of the Year Award at
the end of 2009, and the Allied and
Aviation Business Corporate Award.
Our airline was also the recipient of
the Annual Airline Reliability Award
from Bombardier at the end of 2007.
Other previous awards include the International Star Quality Award, which
indicates our commitment to service
excellence, while our prominence
as one of the top 500 best managed
companies is proof of our success as
a business.

Onboard service

The new proposition “We Fly for You”
is set to position SA Express as a
premier intra-regional African brand.
The main objective of the re-brand is
to ensure that SA Express is distinctive yet still aligned to the country’s
mainline carrier.

The airline’s onboard service is unique
and oﬀers passengers a variety of
meals or snacks on all ﬂights. The
airline pioneered its unique mealbox concept, and meal choices are
frequently updated and designed using
balanced food criteria: appearance,
taste and nutritional value. Passengers
can also enjoy a wine and malt service
on speciﬁed ﬂights as well as refreshments on all ﬂights.

SA Express’s unique positioning as
an airline that provides a bespoke,
personalised travel experience was the
rationale behind the proposition “We
Fly for You”. The new brand mark is

Our customers can expect a safe, comfortable, quality air-travel experience,
with the added beneﬁts of frequency,
reliability, on-time departures and
unmatched value for money.

Service before self
Meeting and exceeding customer and employee
expectations through caring and high standards of
service excellence. Both internal and external communication need to be in line with service delivery in
total transparency.

Performance-driven
Implementation of a well-deﬁned strategy and clearly
articulated corporate and individual objectives to
meet performance targets and ensure our growth.

Self-development
Proactive learning and development targeted to meet
the challenging demands of our jobs and holistic
individual growth, as well as to promote business
performance.

Accountability and integrity
Taking ownership of both responsibility and followthrough, with a commitment to only the highest
ethical and professional standards.

Passion
We have a passion for the “SA Express way”. Work
is delivered with enthusiasm and a desire for excellent performance. Success is rewarded, recognised
and celebrated in a fun and exciting manner in our
everyday interaction.

What makes SA Express stand head and
shoulders above its competitors?
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Sometimes the best deals
are all over the place.
You go where business takes you – and we take you there by flying
to 16 destinations around Southern Africa, and not only the major
business cities but also smaller cities, which makes doing business
very convenient. We oﬀer frequent flights, every day, a personal class
of service and we’re reliable. After all, we fly for you.

SA Express is a proud member of the SAA Voyager programme.
Visit www.ﬂyexpress.aero for domestic ﬂights to Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth, East London, Nelspruit, Kimberley, Hoedspruit, George,
Johannesburg, Richards Bay, Cape Town, Durban, and regional ﬂights to Lubumbashi, Gaborone, Windhoek, Walvis Bay and Maputo.
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Safety information
Health regulations

Cellular telephones

Prohibited equipment

Health regulations at certain airports
require that the aircraft cabin be
sprayed. The spray is harmless, but if
you think it might aﬀect you, please
cover your nose and mouth with a
handkerchief.

Cellular telephones may be used on
the ground while passenger doors
are open. Cellular telephones, smartphones or any device with ﬂight mode
must be switched oﬀ as soon as the
cabin doors are closed and when the
senior cabin-crew member makes an
announcement on the public-address
system.

Portable printers, laser pointers, video
equipment, CB/AM/FM/FHF/satellite
receivers, two-way radios, compact
disc and mini-disc players, scanners,
remote-controlled toys and power
converters are prohibited for use at
any time.

Remain seated
As a safety precaution, passengers
are requested to remain seated with
seatbelts fastened after the aircraft has
landed, until the seatbelt sign has been
switched oﬀ by the captain.

Portable electronic
equipment
Passengers are requested not to use
any electronic equipment on board
the aircraft as it may interfere with its
avionics system. Heart pacemakers,
hearing aids, clocks, watches, timers
and medical equipment approved for
use in aircraft, however, may be used
without restrictions.

Laptop computers
Laptop computers (excluding CDRoms), handheld calculators, electric
shavers and portable personal listening
devices may not be used on the ground
during taxi but may be used during
the ﬂight when the seatbelt signs are
switched oﬀ and with permission from
the captain.

IMPORTANT
WHEN IN DOUBT,
PLEASE CONSULT
OUR CABIN CREW

Safety pamphlet
Please read the safety pamphlet in the
seat pocket in front of you and take
note of your nearest emergency exit.

Smoking
In accordance with international
trends, smoking is not permitted on
board any SA Express or Congo Express
ﬂights.

Seat belts
Should circumstances dictate otherwise, a public-address announcement
cancelling this concession will be made
by a crew member.

Please fasten your seat belt whenever
the seat belt signs are illuminated. For
your own safety we suggest that you
keep it fastened throughout the ﬂight.

For your comfort and security, please comply
with the following safety regulations at all
times while on board SA Express aircraft
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SA Express ﬂeet
Canadair Regional Jet 200 BER
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
474 knots/545mph/879kmph
Engines: Two General
Electric CF34-3B1
Range: 1,662miles/3,080km
Maximum altitude:
41,000ft/12,496m
Seating capacity: 50

Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 69ft 7in/21.21m
Overall length:
87ft 10in/26.77m
Overall height: 20ft 5in/6.22m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
51,000lb/23,134kg
Minimum runway length:
6,295ft/1,919m

De Havilland Dash 8 Series 300 Turboprop
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
285 knots/328mph/528kmph
Engines: Two Pratt &
Whitney PW123E
Turboprop engines range:
1,250 miles/2,000km
Maximum altitude:
25,000ft/7,620m

Seating capacity: 50
Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 90ft/27.4m
Overall length: 84ft 3in/25.7m
Overall height: 24ft 7in/7.49m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
43,000lb/19,505kg
Minimum runway length:
3,775ft/1,150m

De Havilland Dash 8 Series Q400 Turboprop
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
360knots/414mph/667kmph
Engines: Two Pratt & Whitney
Canada PW150A
turboprop engines
Range: 1,565 miles/2,519km
Maximum altitude:
25,000ft/7,620m

Seating capacity: 74
Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 93ft 3in/28.42m
Overall length: 107ft 9in/32.83m
Overall height: 27ft 5in/8.34m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
64,500lb/29,257kg
Minimum runway length:
4,580ft/1,396m

Canadair Regional Jet 700
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
473 knots/544mph/875kmph
Engines: Two General
Electric CF34-8C5B
Range: 1,477m/2,794km
Maximum altitude:
41,000ft/12,496m
Seating capacity: 70

Crew: Two pilots, two crew
Wing span: 76ft 3in/23.2m
Overall length:
106ft 8in/32.51m
Overall height: 24ft 10in/7.57m
Maximum take-oﬀ weight:
72,750lb/32,999kg
Minimum runway length:
4,580ft/1,396m

SA Express ’s 25 aircraft, made by Bombardier Aerospace
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You can’t use your
cellphone but you can use
the air time.
As a business professional, you can’t aﬀord to waste time, which is why
you work whenever and wherever you can – and why you want to get to
meetings quickly and conveniently. With frequent flights, every day, to
major destinations and smaller cities in Southern Africa, SA Express is
the successful business choice, because we fly for you.

SA Express is a proud member of the SAA Voyager programme.
Visit www.ﬂyexpress.aero for domestic ﬂights to Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth, East London, Nelspruit, Kimberley, Hoedspruit, George,
Johannesburg, Richards Bay, Cape Town, Durban, and regional ﬂights to Lubumbashi, Gaborone, Windhoek, Walvis Bay and Maputo.
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FLIGHT SCHEDULE
JOHANNESBURG - BLOEMFONTEIN
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1001
1011
1003
1003
1005
1021
1019
1007
1007
1017
1009
1009
1013
1025

DEP
06:10
07:30
08:00
08:00
09:30
10:15
11:35
12:25
12:35
13:40
14:40
14:55
16:25
18:20

ARR
07:10
08:30
09:05
09:15
10:30
11:20
12:40
13:40
13:50
14:40
15:45
16:00
17:40
19:25

FLT TIME
01:00
01:00
01:05
01:15
01:00
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:15
01:00
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:05

A/C
CR2
CR2
DH4
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH4

BLOEMFONTEIN - JOHANNESBURG
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA

JOHANNESBURG - KIMBERLEY
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1101
1103
1113
1109
1105
1107

DEP
05:55
08:50
12:40
13:10
15:40
17:45

ARR
07:20
10:15
14:05
14:35
16:45
19:10

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:05
01:25

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
CR2
DH3

NO
1225
1221
1221

DEP
10:30
12:20
12:20

ARR
11:45
13:20
13:35

FLT TIME
01:15
01:00
01:15

A/C
DH3
CR2
DH3

NO
1261
1265
1265

DEP
08:10
14:00
16:00

ARR
09:20
15:10
17:10

FLT TIME
01:10
01:10
01:10

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3

NO
1401
1403
1403
1407
1409
1409

DEP
07:30
08:45
09:15
13:00
18:05
18:05

ARR
09:00
10:15
10:45
14:30
19:35
19:50

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:45

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR7
DH4

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1441

DEP
07:00

ARR
FLT TIME
08:30 01:30

A/C
DH3

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA

NO
1453
1457

DEP
07:55
17:35

ARR
FLT TIME
09:30 01:35
19:10 01:35

NO
1501
1503
1503
1515
1505
1507
1513
1509

DEP
06:50
09:15
09:15
11:20
12:35
13:25
14:30
15:15

ARR
08:40
11:30
11:05
13:10
14:25
15:20
16:20
17:05

FLT TIME
01:50
02:15
01:50
01:50
01:50
01:55
01:50
01:50

NO
1601
1613
1613
1603
1605
1607

DEP
06:05
07:55
08:35
09:55
13:50
16:40

ARR
07:30
09:20
10:00
11:20
15:15
18:05

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25

SA

1611

17:20 18:45 01:25

DEP
07:50
10:40
14:30
15:05
17:20
19:40

ARR
09:15
12:05
15:55
16:30
18:25
21:05

NO
1226
1222
1222

DEP
12:15
14:00
14:15

ARR
13:30
15:15
15:15

NO
1262
1266
1266

DEP
09:45
15:50
17:50

ARR
10:55
17:00
19:00

NO
1404
1404
1406
1408
1410
1410

DEP
10:50
11:25
14:00
15:05
20:05
20:25

ARR
12:20
12:55
15:30
16:35
21:30
22:10

NO
1442

DEP
16:50

ARR
18:20

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:05
01:25

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
CR2
DH3

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT TIME
01:15
01:15
01:00

A/C
DH3
DH3
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT TIME
01:10
01:10
01:10

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:25
01:45

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR7
DH4

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT TIME
01:30

A/C
DH3

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

PORT ELIZABETH - JOHANNESBURG

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA

A/C
CR7
DH4
CR7
CR7
CR7
CR2
CR7
CR7

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1454
1458

DEP
10:20
19:40

ARR
11:55
21:15

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1616
1602
1620
1614
1614
1604

DEP
06:50
08:00
09:30
10:10
10:40
11:50

SA

1606

15:45 17:15

FLT TIME
01:35
01:35

A/C
CR2
CR7

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR7
DH4
CR7
CR7
DH4
CR2
CR7
CR7

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

GEORGE - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - RICHARDS BAY
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1102
1104
1114
1110
1106
1108

A/C
CR2
CR7

JOHANNESBURG - GEORGE
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M

DURBAN - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - PORT ELIZABETH
FLT
SA
SA

A/C
DH4
DH4
CR2
CR2
DH4
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH4
DH3
CR2

EAST LONDON - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - DURBAN
FLT
SA

FLT TIME
01:05
01:05
01:00
01:00
01:05
01:15
01:00
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:05
01:05
01:15
01:05

KRUGER MPUMALANGA (NELSPRUIT) - JOHANNESBURG

M

JOHANNESBURG - EAST LONDON
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

ARR
07:30
08:45
08:50
10:35
10:50
11:00
12:30
13:00
14:25
16:05
17:15
17:35
19:25
20:45

HOEDSPRUIT - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - KRUGER MPUMALANGA (NELSPRUIT)
FLT
SA
SA
SA

DEP
06:25
07:40
07:50
09:35
09:45
09:45
11:30
11:55
13:20
14:50
16:10
16:30
18:10
19:40

KIMBERLEY - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - HOEDSPRUIT
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1016
1028
1002
1010
1004
1004
1006
1022
1020
1008
1018
1012
1014
1026

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

DH3

NO
1502
1504
1504
1516
1506
1506
1514
1510

DEP
09:10
12:00
11:40
13:50
14:55
16:00
17:00
17:45

ARR
10:50
14:10
13:20
15:30
16:35
17:50
18:40
19:25

FLT TIME
01:40
02:10
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:50
01:40
01:40

RICHARDS BAY - JOHANNESBURG
ARR
08:20
09:30
11:00
11:40
12:10
13:20

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

01:30

DH3

SA EXPRESS
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Domestic ﬂights
DURBAN - EAST LONDON
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1301
1309
1303
1305
1307

DEP
06:00
09:00
09:35
13:10
16:45

ARR
07:25
10:25
11:00
14:35
18:10

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25

EAST LONDON - DURBAN
A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DURBAN - PORT ELIZABETH
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1330
1344
1334
1346
1336
1338
1350
1340
1342
1348

DEP
06:00
08:05
09:45
10:15
12:00
13:10
14:00
17:00
17:40
19:50

ARR
07:20
09:25
11:05
11:35
13:20
14:35
15:20
18:20
19:00
21:10

FLT TIME
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:25
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20

NO
1850
1862
1864
1854
1868
1858

DEP
06:10
07:30
08:30
11:20
13:40
16:30

ARR
08:20
09:40
10:40
13:25
15:45
18:40

FLT TIME
02:10
02:10
02:10
02:05
02:05
02:10

NO
1081
1091
1073
1093
1085
1095
1083

DEP
06:00
08:00
10:20
12:00
16:15
17:05
17:30

ARR
07:30
09:30
11:50
13:30
17:45
18:35
19:00

FLT TIME
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30
01:30

NO
1371
1361
1365
1365
1377
1363
1367
1375
1369

DEP
06:00
08:45
10:05
10:10
12:00
13:00
14:15
17:20
18:25

ARR
07:25
10:10
11:30
11:35
13:25
14:25
15:40
18:50
19:50

FLT TIME
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:25
01:30
01:25

NO
1801
1805
1803
1807
1813
1813
1809
1811
1823
1827
1829
1831

DEP
06:00
06:30
07:00
08:10
09:35
09:40
12:30
13:30
14:45
16:05
17:45
18:30

ARR
07:10
07:40
08:10
09:20
10:45
10:50
13:40
14:40
15:55
17:15
19:00
19:40

FLT TIME
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:10
01:15
01:10

A/C
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3
DH3

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

NO
1343
1331
1349
1333
1335
1345
1337
1339
1351
1347

DEP
06:20
07:55
08:25
09:55
11:15
11:55
14:05
15:10
15:50
17:50

ARR
07:40
09:15
09:45
11:15
12:35
13:15
15:25
16:30
17:10
19:10

FLT TIME
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

NO
1853
1863
1865
1857
1869
1859

DEP
08:50
10:20
11:10
14:00
16:20
19:10

ARR
10:50
12:20
13:10
16:00
18:20
21:10

FLT TIME
02:00
02:00
02:00
02:00
02:00
02:00

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

NO
1082
1092
1074
1094
1017
1086
1096

DEP
08:05
10:15
12:30
14:00
15:10
18:25
19:05

ARR
09:50
12:00
14:15
15:45
16:55
20:10
20:50

FLT TIME
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45
01:45

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

EAST LONDON - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - PORT ELIZABETH
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT TIME
01:15
01:15
01:15
01:15
01:15

BLOEMFONTEIN - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - EAST LONDON
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

ARR
09:05
12:15
12:40
16:20
20:00

CAPE TOWN - DURBAN

CAPE TOWN - BLOEMFONTEIN
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DEP
07:50
11:00
11:25
15:05
18:45

PORT ELIZABETH - DURBAN

DURBAN - CAPE TOWN
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1302
1310
1304
1306
1308

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

NO
1372
1360
1362
1362
1366
1378
1364
1364
1368
1376
1370

DEP
08:05
09:35
10:45
10:50
12:05
13:55
15:00
15:05
16:10
19:15
20:25

ARR
09:45
11:15
12:25
12:30
13:45
15:40
16:45
16:45
17:50
21:00
22:05

FLT TIME
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:40
01:45
01:45
01:40
01:40
01:45
01:40

PORT ELIZABETH - CAPE TOWN
NO
1802
1806
1804
1808
1814
1812
1816
1824
1824
1826
1832
1834
1834
1830

DEP
07:45
08:20
08:50
10:10
11:40
12:10
14:15
15:10
15:15
16:40
18:00
19:05
19:10
19:30

ARR
09:05
09:40
10:10
11:30
13:00
13:30
15:35
16:35
16:35
18:00
19:20
20:25
20:30
20:55

FLT TIME
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:25
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:20
01:25

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
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FLIGHT SCHEDULE

Regional ﬂights

JOHANNESBURG - WALVIS BAY
FLT
SA
SA

NO
1701
1701

DEP
11:25
11:30

ARR
13:40
13:45

FLT TIME
02:15
02:15

A/C
CR7
CR7

WALVIS BAY - JOHANNESBURG
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR7
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA

A/C
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA

JOHANNESBURG - WINDHOEK
FLT
SA
SA

NO
1731
1735

DEP
06:15
17:00

ARR
08:15
19:00

FLT TIME
02:00
02:00

A/C
CR2
CR2

NO
1761
1771
1763
1775
1775
1775
1765
1783
1767
1769

DEP
06:10
08:35
09:25
11:35
11:55
12:00
14:15
15:55
17:25
19:30

ARR
07:15
09:30
10:30
12:20
12:50
12:55
15:20
16:50
18:30
20:20

FLT TIME
01:05
00:55
01:05
00:45
00:55
00:55
01:05
00:55
01:05
00:50

A/C
DH3
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH3
CR2

NO
1797
1797

DEP
ARR
08:55 11:15
08:55 11:15

FLT TIME
02:20
02:20

NO
1721
1723

DEP
10:15
13:15

ARR
12:25
15:25

FLT TIME
02:10
02:10

NO
1751
1753
1751
1755

DEP
07:50
11:00
15:45
16:15

ARR
09:55
13:05
17:50
18:20

FLT TIME
02:05
02:05
02:05
02:05

NO
1785

DEP
ARR
09:30 11:55

FLT TIME
02:25

NO
1732
1736

DEP
ARR
09:55 11:55
19:40 21:40

FLT TIME
02:00
02:00

NO
1762
1762
1772
1764
1776
1776
1776
1776
1766
1784
1768

DEP
07:40
07:55
10:20
11:05
13:15
13:30
13:35
14:05
15:45
17:25
19:05

ARR
08:45
08:45
11:15
12:10
14:10
14:25
14:30
15:00
16:50
18:20
20:10

FLT TIME
01:05
00:50
00:55
01:05
00:55
00:55
00:55
00:55
01:05
00:55
01:05

NO
1798
1798

DEP
12:15
12:15

ARR
14:45
14:45

FLT TIME
02:30
02:30

NO
1722
1724

DEP
13:10
16:00

ARR
15:10
18:10

FLT TIME
02:00
02:10

NO
1752
1752
1754
1756

DEP
06:55
10:40
13:50
19:45

ARR
09:00
12:45
15:55
21:50

FLT TIME
02:05
02:05
02:05
02:05

DEP
07:45
13:10
14:30

ARR
11:15
16:40
18:00

FLT TIME
02:30
02:30
02:30

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR7

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
A/C
DH3
CR2
DH4
DH3
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH3
DH3
DH3

NO
1786

DEP
12:45

ARR
15:20

FLT TIME
02:35

Congo ﬂights

KINSHASA - LUBUMBASHI
NO
102
104
108

T

MAPUTO - CAPE TOWN

FLIGHT SCHEDULE
FLT
XZ
XZ
XZ

M

WINDHOEK - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - MAPUTO
FLT
SA

A/C
CR7
CR7

WALVIS BAY - CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN - WINDHOEK
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT TIME
02:10
02:10

LUBUMBASHI - JOHANNESBURG

CAPE TOWN - WALVIS BAY
FLT
SA
SA

ARR
16:25
16:40

GABORONE - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - LUBUMBASHI
FLT
SA
SA

DEP
14:15
14:30

WINDHOEK - JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG - GABORONE
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1702
1702

LUBUMBASHI - KINSHASA
A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
XZ
XZ
XZ

NO
103
105
109

DEP
12:25
17:20
18:40

ARR
13:45
18:40
20:00

FLT TIME
02:20
02:20
02:20

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

CONGO EXPRESS
EQUIPMENT OPERATED BY SA EXPRESS
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KINSHASA

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF CONGO

BURUNDI
UNITED REPUBLIC
OF TANZANIA

LUBUMBASHI

ANGOLA
MALAWI
ZAMBIA

MOZAMBIQUE
ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA
SWAKOPMUND

WINDHOEK

BOTSWANA

WALVIS
BAY

HOEDSPRUIT
KRUGER MPUMALANGA

GABORONE

(NELSPRUIT)

SA Express:

RUSTENBURG

SWAZILAND

JOHANNESBURG

MAPUTO

ST LUCIA

KIMBERLEY
BLOEMFONTEIN

SOUTH AFRICA

OUDTSHOORN

CAPE TOWN

GEORGE

RICHARDS BAY

LESOTHO
DURBAN

EAST LONDON
PORT ELIZABETH

Johannesburg
Bloemfontein
Cape Town
Durban
East London
Gaborone
George
Hoedspruit
Kimberley
Lubumbashi
Maputo
Nelspruit
Port Elizabeth
Richards Bay
Walvis Bay
Windhoek

Congo Express:
Lubumbashi
Kinshasa
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PARTING SHOT BY

DALE
STEYN
THE BEST BOWLER IN THE
WORLD REVEALS WHAT
SOUTH AFRICA NEED TO DO
TO WIN THE WORLD CUP
IN INDIA THIS MONTH
I N T E RVIEWED BY PIERRE DE V ILLIERS

a target for the Proteas.
For us it’s like setting our
sights on the big cherry.
Can we win the trophy
this time? Well, if we can
execute our processes
well on the day and when
it matters you never know
what might happen.
Everybody in the team
has a role to play and the
only reason that Test newball partner Morné Morkel
and I have worked so well
together – apart from the
fact that we get on really
well, something that has
helped us out on the ﬁeld
– is because we have both
executed our roles well. The
bowling unit is a big engine
and every bowler is a piston
slaving away. One bowler
can’t succeed without the
help of the other bowlers.

122

Fortunately we have a
lot of players like Lonwabo
Tsotsobe, Wayne Parnell,
Ryan McLaren to name a
few, who are putting their
hands up for a bowling spot.
The ﬁrst change bowler
is very important and the
person that is handed the
reins will need to execute
the position well. Taking
wickets is key and this role
plays an important part
in the match game plan.
So what about the
conditions we will play in?
There is a common debate
doing the rounds about the
favouritism that batsmen
get in the modern game.
A bowler gets penalised
for bowling a no-ball but a
batsman gets away with
playing a bad shot. There is
nothing you can do about
the rules and conditions,

you just have to go out and
hit your areas and play the
game to the best of your
abilities. I want to make
sure that I bowl as many
balls in the right areas as
possible, that is the key.
As for my individual
form, I’m feeling ﬁt and
strong after the recent injury
lay off. I’m raring to go. The
important thing for me is
to get as many overs under
my belt out in the middle.
It’s one thing bowling in the
nets, but a totally different
situation when you are
playing for your country.

I have been playing
cricket for as long as I can
remember and I know that
all that my body needs is for
me to play out in the middle
and the rhythm and the
conﬁdence will return.

FACT FILE
Dale Steyn is the
number one ranked bowler
in the world with 238 Test
wickets at an average of
23,21 and strike-rate of
39.9. At the time Indwe
went to press Steyn had
65 ODI wickets at an
average of 30,27.

PHOTO GETTY

THE WORLD CUP is always
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